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Abstract
Understanding Cultural Fusion as a Concept to Decode Animated Character Visual Design
Ning Shao
John Andrew Berton, Jr., Jeremy Fernsler, and Clare Sauro
Cultural fusion as a powerful concept has been applied in many animated character designs. It is
influenced by the trend of cultural globalization. The concept of cultural fusion has been applied
in body motion design, theme and story in animation, but it has not been completely explored as
a powerful concept focused on character visual design. This project explores how novel methods
of visual cultural fusion can be applied in the visual design of characters. This study offers char-
acter designers new methods for character design utilizing cultural fusion and raises awareness and
understanding of this powerful concept.
Keywords: animated character visual design, visual cultural fusion, character costume design.

1Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of Cultural Fusion as Applied in Animation
Globalization is an inevitable trend of today’s world. This creates a great fusion of human civilization
and also provides a broad background for the dissemination, communication and integration of
animation culture [D. Crane and Kawasaki 2002]. In the process of globalization, animation art
has become an important force in the field of cultural transmission with its universally accepted
power and wide propagation power [Wang and Yeh 2005]. Animation is widespread in the world
and is popular among global audiences as a lively, entertaining cultural form. There are increasing
numbers of animation designers that have noticed cultural globalization and cultural fusion, they
have started to apply the concept of cultural fusion in animation, because this is a powerful way
to make the characters attractive to audiences with different cultural backgrounds [D. Crane and
Kawasaki 2002; Wang and Yeh 2005].
These designers have tried to create fusion of two different cultures by combining them harmo-
niously in one animation. For example, this could be a fusion of ancient traditional culture and
modern pop culture, or a fusion of eastern culture and western culture [Wang and Yeh 2005].
This concept has often been applied in animation created by American animation studios. They
have tried to adapt classic works from other countries. These animations include cultural charac-
teristics from the original countries and cultural characteristics from America. For example, the
prototype of Aladdin comes from the Arabian folktale The Arabian Nights, and the main charac-
ter in the movie Mulan is based on the Chinese folk story of Miss Hua Mulan’s Military Legend.
These works are all the products of American culture blending with culture from other countries
[Danesi 2010; Wikia 2012]. They can be seen as the interpretations of traditional Arabian culture
and Chinese culture by American production teams, the scene design and character costume design
are basically based on original cultural background, while the story and values are not only based
on the original cultural background.
2Kung Fu Panda is a famous animated film, which is a hybrid of Chinese culture and American
culture. In this animation, the production team tried to express Chinese Taoist philosophical thought
and Chinese martial arts through an American-style animation performance that is used to express
American humor, spirit and philosophy [Xiaoyan 2012].
Another example is Big Hero 6, where the production team applied cultural fusion in the fictional
city of “San Fransokyo”, which is a combination of San Francisco and Tokyo [Julius 2014]. The design
of this city is filled with cultural fusion drawn primarily from contemporary life [Julius 2014], as
shown in Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1: San Fransokyo
Japanese animation studios also have often applied this concept. They have also adapted classical
legends and folk stories from other countries. For example, Panda and Magic Serpent, (1958) the
first color feature animation in Japan, was adapted from the Chinese folk story, The Legend of the
White Snake [McCarthy 2009]. In Shônen onmyôji, the image of Kamaitachi, a monster with a
tiger’s body, a bull’s head and huge wings directly originates from Guideways through Mountains
and Seas, a Chinese book which records many tales and legends in ancient China [Richard 2010].
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31.2 Cultural Fusion in American Animation
1.2.1 Cultural Fusion Applied in Animated Character Design in Kung
Fu Panda
Kung Fu Panda is a typical representative of the fusion of Chinese and Western culture [Xiaoyan
2012]. It makes full use of Chinese elements, through the interpretation and understanding of Chinese
culture. The panda itself is a typical symbol of China, but the story of this animation is a story of
the American spirit [Xiaoyan 2012].
From the point of view of character selection, a panda is a symbolic animal. It is China’s national
treasure and deeply associated with the symbol of China [Liang 2008]. In addition to the character
design, the story of Kung Fu Panda also contains Chinese cultural connotations, which are indirectly
reflected in the Po’s learning process of martial arts [Kun 2013]. In the film, when Po looks forward
to opening the book of Martial Arts Cheats, he unexpectedly finds that it is blank. This embodies
the aesthetic ideology of "the most beautiful image is nothing" from the Taoist realm [Xiaoyan 2012].
Po’s behavior of “praising virtue and punishing vice” embodies righteousness, a connotation from
Confucianism culture [Xiaoyan 2012].
The design of the character personality of Po also embodies American culture. American culture
emphasizes heroism and the spirit of struggle. Americans believe that they can realize their dreams
and achieve their goals through hard work and struggle [Kun 2013]. Po is not an influential or great
man but a lazy, wayward, ordinary panda. These are some small shortcomings in Po’s personality
that are common in daily life, such as greediness and laziness, presented as folky traits of the
character’s personality [Kun 2013]. This lesser figure then becomes a great hero who can save
anyone through his own efforts. Kung Fu Panda tells an inspirational legend of an ordinary person
who becomes a hero. Po is represented as the classic hero of Hollywood film [Xiaoyan 2012]. The
character design of Kung Fu Panda manages to reflect Chinese elements at the same time that Po
acts out American spirit and American humor [R. Bulliet and Johnson 2014]. The characteristics
portrayed are that of a panda that has grown up in America [Xiaoyan 2012].
In my opinion, the animation of Kung Fu Panda is a piece of western art that is packaged with
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4Chinese culture. It is a source for my interest in the phenomenon of cultural fusion in American
animation character design.
In studying this case, I found that the concept of cultural fusion is mainly reflected in theme,
values, and philosophic thoughts of this animation but reflected less in the character visual design.
For example, the visual design, especially for costume design of the all the characters in this movie
are based on traditional Chinese costume. There is no cultural fusion apparent in their costume
design. That inspires me to think about what kind of character visual design should be developed for
an animation that has a cultural fusion in theme and story. Can the concept of visual cultural fusion
be appropriately applied in character visual design and how can visual cultural fusion in character
visual design be achieved? These questions inspire me to research this topic.
1.2.2 Cultural Fusion Applied in Animated Character Design in Mulan
The animation Mulan is adapted from a Chinese folklore. Mulan is a famous heroine in a Chinese
ballad of the Northern Wei Dynasty. She is a filial daughter who disguises herself as a male soldier
to fight in a war against Huns. Mulan’s story presents filial piety, which is canonized by Confucian
thought. Mulan is also a patriotic heroine. In ancient feudal China, women’s responsibilities focus
on taking care of their family and doing housework. Mulan is a traditional Chinese woman before
she joins the army; she has to give up her peaceful life because of the war. This ballad not only
praises her bravely patriotic acts but also expresses the theme of anti-war [Feng and Fang 2007].
Compared with the traditional Mulan, the Disney version Mulan still takes her father’s place
to join the army, but there are three main differences between the two versions [Feng and Fang
2007]. The first one is the female’s pursuit. Influenced by Confucianism, women are in a submissive
position to men and women’s duty was to take care the whole family in feudal China [Feng and Fang
2007]. In the animation, Mulan has been designed as a free-spirited girl who does not agree with
the traditional Chinese values of females. She wants to pursue her own dream and love and proves
her values through her own efforts, which is the thought of American individualism [Feng and Fang
2007].
Secondly, in the ballad, Mulan joins the army only because she needs to bear her father’s respon-
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Confucian thoughts [Feng and Fang 2007; Wang and Yeh 2005]. While in the Disney version, Mulan
joins the army not only to take her father’s duty but also to prove her values and ability during the
war, reflecting her self-awareness, her pursuit of selfhood and her desire to realize self-value, which
are the thoughts of American individualism [Feng and Fang 2007].
The third difference is the attitude to gender. There is phenomenon of gender inequality in
ancient feudal China; women were treated as inferior to men. It is strictly prohibited for females to
join the army, which is why Mulan has to disguises herself as a male in the original story [Feng and
Fang 2007; Wang and Yeh 2005]. While in the animation, Mulan accidentally discloses her secret
that she disguises herself as a male, but she can still stay in the army, fight with enemies without
being punished, this reflects equally pursuing self-realization, which influenced by the thoughts of
American individualism [Feng and Fang 2007].
In the Disney version, Mulan both embodies characteristics canonized by Chinese Confucian
thoughts and characteristics encouraged by American individualism. With the cultural fusion design,
the production team successfully presents a brave, filial, attractive and modern female character.
I think Mulan is a successful cultural-fused character, but I think some cultural-fused cases in
this animation are too subversive and showing a lack of respect to the original story, such as, the
subversive cultural-fused design of the dragon, Mushu.
In traditional Chinese culture, dragons are respected and honored as a divine symbol in Chinese
myths [Feng and Fang 2007]. In myths, they usually appear in a majestic way, such as flying in
the sky with auspicious clouds, as shown in Fig. 1.2. However, in the Disney version, the dragon
has been designed as wisecracking character and voiced in a funny way, he is also a runt and an
underdog [Feng and Fang 2007]. He still has a basic Chinese dragon shape but with simplified lines
and cartoonish style, as shown in Fig. 1.3. Mushu acts in a humorous and exaggerated way, some
audiences really like this cute character, but some Chinese audiences feel uncomfortable to watch a
dragon acting in a silly way. Also, the dragon is called Mushu, which is the name a type of popular
Chinese pork dish in America [Feng and Fang 2007]. I think the producer just want to make Mushu
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for a dragon from the Chinese audience’s point of view. So I think Mushu is a controversial character
with weak culture fusion design. He is a creative character design, but not a good character with
cultural fusion, no matter for his personality or his image design; he is lack of connection with a
traditional dragon or Chinese cultural. This reminds me to research, respect and appropriately use
the original cultural elements when applying cultural fusion in character design.
Figure 1.2: The Traditional Chinese Dragon
Figure 1.3: Mushu
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71.2.3 Cultural Fusion Applied in Animated Character Design in Betty
Boop
Betty Boop is an animated character created by Max Fleischer. Betty is attractive and popular with
both adults and children, however, the plots of her animation series often show "lower-class urban
underworld of booze and jazz" and "depiction of sexuality and vice in Hollywood film", which might
“stimulate the lower and baser element” in audiences [Annett 2011].
By 1934, the Betty Boop series had stopped showing in America because of the regular en-
forcement of “Hays Code” and film censorship. After that, Fleischer decided to turn more to the
international market. He noticed that Betty Boop was popular in Japan so he created a short film
that is designed to appeal to Japanese audiences [Annett 2011]. He made the animation A Language
All My Own, where the plot is as simple as the Betty traveling from United States to Japan and
Betty’s singing performance in both American and Japanese style. The special part is Betty per-
forming on a stage that is decorated with Japanese style paper fans, paper lanterns and paintings.
She first dresses in a tube dress, singing a English song and dancing in an American style, then she
changes the dress to a kimono, singing in Japanese and performing in Japanese style, as shown in
Fig. 1.4 and Fig. 1.5. The lyrics and Betty’s dance motion are well designed in order to make it
appropriate in Japan culture. Other characters, such as the Japanese audience in this animation,
dress in refined kimonos as well. This design is to show respect to Japanese culture [Annett 2011].
There are several figurants dressing in kimonos while dancing in an American style, showing is a
subversive fusion, as shown in Fig. 1.6. The scene design both show American and Japanese sym-
bols, such as Statue of Liberty and Mount Fuji, which resonates with the Japanese audiences and
introduces American cultures to Japanese audiences as well [Annett 2011].
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Figure 1.5: Japanese Style Performance of Betty
Figure 1.6: American Styles Performance of Japanese Figurants
This animation shows efforts towards transcultural communication, and the cultural hybridity
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happened in this animation is relatively superficial; it is only a practice for commercial propaganda
oversea and a practice of cultural crossover.
1.3 Significance of Research: Significance of Visual Cultural Fusion Ap-
plied in Character Design
After I studied and analyzed the animation examples above, I found that the concept of cultural
fusion is mainly reflected in the theme, plot and ideology aspects or reflected in the character’s body
motion design. For example, Mulan is a cultural fusion of ideology; the visual design of characters
and scenes are all based on Chinese culture. Kung Fu Panda is a fusion of action styles but not visual
style. Betty Boop is a superficial cultural crossover, but not a thoughtful cultural fusion. There are
also few studies that focus on visual cultural fusion applied in character visual design, especially for
costume design. As more animations apply cultural fusion in their design and animation, I think
visual cultural fusion can be powerfully applied in characters’ visual design in an animation with a
cultural fusion theme and story.
From my point of view, visual cultural fusion can help to convey story and emphasize visual
storytelling, and can highlight the characteristics of a character and make the character design
consistent with the theme. This makes the character more convincing, because every symbol on
the character can tell a story of the character, even though it may be very detailed and hard for
audiences to notice at first.
Also, a good character design that utilizes cultural fusion can generate artistic and cultural
value. Animation, film and game are essentially visual cultural forms. The function of
a character is not only just to tell a story but also acts as an influential media of visual
communication. Character design itself can be novel.
Minghua and Ping [2010 p. 39]
Therefore, I focused on visual cultural fusion applied in character visual design and conducted
my research on this topic. I wanted to find out how to use visual cultural fusion, especially focusing
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on character’s costume design to present the characteristics of a character, and explore what factors
of visual cultural fusion contribute to effective visual character design.
My studies attempted to achieve the following:
A. Helping audiences better understand the cultural meaning behind the visual aspects of char-
acter design.
B. Providing insights to character designers on the application of visual cultural fusion to their
designs.
1.4 Research Question and Main Terms
1.4.1 Main Research Question
How does visual cultural fusion influence and present the characteristics of a character?
1.4.2 Subsidiary Questions
What factors of visual cultural fusion contribute to effective character design?
What is the most important factor in visual cultural fusion when applying in visual character
design?
1.4.3 Main Terms
Visual Cultural Fusion is the process of fusing two or more distinct cultural elements from different
artistic or cultural backgrounds to develop new visual elements.
This concept can be applied to the Visual Character Design of animated characters.
Visual Character Design is the part of the overall character design that involves only the visual
presentation of the character, including a character’s hair traits, facial traits, body traits, costumes
and props.
The characteristics of a character show who s/he is, where s/he comes from, and his/her special
traits. This can be classified as explicit visual characteristics and implicit visual characteristics.
Explicit visual characteristics: Stylistic visual traits.
Such as facial features, skin color, hair color and hair style, facial traits, body shape and propor-
tion, costume design and props design.
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Implicit visual characteristics: Internal traits which can be shown visually.
Such as age, gender, ethnicity, nationality, education, occupation, material wealth, living envi-
ronment, social status, spiritual beliefs, habits, hobbies, special skills.
Specifically, I want to focus on visual cultural fusion that applying in costume design and props
design.
Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 1.4 Research Question and Main Terms
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Chapter 2: METHODOLOGY
This paper will start at the phenomenon of cultural fusion as applied in animation and animated
character design, research in related knowledge and theories, developing detailed methods based on
this topic.
This paper mainly uses the following three research methods:
2.1 Literature Research
Extensive review and research on literature in the perspective of animation, culture study, visual
communication, using relevant knowledge from animated character design, costume design, visual
psychology, cultural studies, cross-cultural communication and semiotics, exploring the potential for
innovation and breakthrough in this project.
2.2 Case Analysis Method
Through the research of existing animation characters in terms of visual culture fusion, and cases in
other fields, such as film, game design, visualization, fashion design, etc. To summarize the methods
in visual culture fusion of character visual design, providing ideas that can be drawn on and put
into practice for the future development of animation character design.
2.3 Personal Practical Application
Since there is no complete method based on applying visual cultural fusion in character visual
design, I developed a set of principles in the project section. I used the principles to develop my own
animated characters to examine the principles and to offer useful experience for animation character
designers.
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Chapter 3: LITERATURE RESEARCH
3.1 Relevant Researches of Anime: Visual Cultural Fusion Phenomenon
in Japanese Animations
3.1.1 L. Graillat.’s Research on Osamu Tezuka and the Innovative Appli-
cations of ‘big-eye’ Style in Anime
Graillat’s article discusses Osamu Tezuka’s innovative applications of Western aesthetics feature
in anime character design. Osamu Tezuka is one of the greatest anime artists in anime history
[Graillat 2006]. Inspired by Disney animated character design style, Osamu Tezuka applied the
’big eye’ feature into his character design, such as Astroboy, as shown in Fig. 3.1. This feature has
greatly influenced subsequent Japanese anime artists. Most anime characters still keep this feature,
as shown in Fig. 3.2. Also, with the flashing lights in the ’big eyes’, characters can easily express
various emotions and look more alive, as if the ’big eyes’ can reflect their soul [Graillat 2006].
Figure 3.1: Astroboy
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Figure 3.2: Characters from Japanese Animations
Applying ’big eye’ style can be seen as visual cultural fusion in anime character visual design.
The ‘big eye’ style not only belongs to Disney characters, but also to the features of other western
cartoon characters, such as Betty Boop series. Some argue that the ’big eye’ is only a general
racial characteristic of Western people and it is not a cultural element. While the writer Alessandro
Gomarasca thinks that ‘big eye’ style is part of the Euro-American aesthetic called “cute”, because
this style represents children’s biomorph [Graillat 2006]. It greatly influences Western aesthetics,
such as paintings, animations and toy productions [Graillat 2006]. In this point of view, Tezuka’s use
of ’big eye’ style in his anime is a type of visual cultural fusion practice. This practice also has deep
influence on modern Japanese painting style, because this new anime drawing style is subversive
to traditional Japanese painting, as the ‘small and delicate eye’ is the general feature of Japanese
traditional figure paintings [Graillat 2006], as shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Three Beauties of the Present Day
This visual cultural fusion is about the fusion of visual style and aesthetics, focusing on facial
features of character design, while my project focused on the fusion of costume elements and the
fusion applied in character costume design.
3.1.2 A. S. Lu’s Research on Phenomenon of Japanese Anime Incorpo-
rated Western Culture Elements in Anime Character Visual Design
A. S. Lu’s article discussed three politics applied in anime that contribute to anime’s international-
ization.
One cultural politic that contributes to anime’s internationalization is “de-politicized internation-
alization” [Lu 2008]. It can be seen as a commercial tactic to make anime popular across cultures
because it removes cultural barriers for reception, making anime characters more approachable es-
pecially for Western audiences and allows a broader imaginary space of identification for people of
various cultures [Lu 2008].
This is seen when Japanese anime designers add non-Japanese cultural elements in character
settings or narrative style [Lu 2008].
“The Rose of Versailles that skillfully incorporated the history of the French Revolution
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into its narrative; Cipher is an anime telling a story of the life of a pair of identical
twins in New York; Count Cain is an anime that revolves around the young master of
the House of Hargreaves in Victorian London; the set of Princess Tutu is in a small
European town of indistinct nationality; Record of Lodoss War includes European-style
Dungeons-and-Dragons elements. Anne of the Green Gables is the animated adaptation
of the Canadian children’s literature classic by Lucy Maud Montgomery; Nadia: The
Secret of Blue Water is loosely based on Jules Verne’s 20,000 Leagues under the Sea; and
Saint Seiya: Knights of the Zodiac has many references to Greek and Roman mythology.”
Lu [2008 p. 171]
In my opinion, the politic of “De-politicized internationalization” is the most helpful idea to my
project. I think it is a popular phenomenon in many anime works and I think the obscure national
origins of anime characters’ setting can be seen as a type of cultural fusion in character design. For
example, the dragon-like Pokémon Dragonite looks like an Asian dragon before it evolves. Asian
dragons look like snakes as they always have a long and fluent body [Lu 2008]. It looks more like
a certain Western folklore creature after its evolution in later stages, because western dragons look
more like dinosaurs and they often have wings [Lu 2008], as shown in Fig. 3.4. The result is some
foreign audiences think “pokémons that do not belong to any specific culture” [Lu 2008].
Figure 3.4: Dragon-like Pokémon in Different Stages
The purpose of this design process is aiming for a universal feel acceptable to international
audiences [Lu 2008]. I agree that in this anime what audiences see is not any specific cultural char-
acteristics but a blend of different cultures. I also agree that the “De-politicized internationalization”
may remove cultural barriers for reception, making anime characters more approachable to Western
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audiences, introducing Western cultures to Eastern audiences, but in my current project, I do not
focus on using this politic to make characters have global appeal.
The example of the protagonist in Yu-Gi-Oh is more interesting to me, he has purple-and-blond
fiery and spiky hair and he wears punk style clothes; it is hard for me to tell his national origin, as
shown in Fig. 3.5 He actually has dual identity, he looks like a rebellious teenager and has a Japanese
name, Yugi Mutou, in normal life, while he is also a pharaoh from ancient Egypt. The character
design includes more Egyptian elements after his transformation [Lu 2008], as shown in Fig. 3.6. In
my opinion, the character setting is based on visual cultural fusion.
Figure 3.5: Yugi Mutou Before Transformation
Figure 3.6: Yugi Mutou After Transformation
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In these anime works, different cultural elements are separately reflected in character costume
design in different stages or in different scenes. While in my project, I explored the visual cultural
fusion reflected in character costume design in one stage and in one scene.
3.1.3 S. Annett.’s Research on the Concept of ‘Mukokuseki’ in Anime
S. Annett.’s article discussed the concept of ‘mukokuseki’ in anime, using Cowboy Bebop as a typical
example to analyze this concept.
Cowboy Bebop, as shown in Fig. 3.7, is an interesting example. This animation is set in a
near-apocalyptic background; nation-states no longer exist because the planet’s surface is mostly
destroyed by technological disaster [Annett 2011].
Figure 3.7: Characters in Cowboy Bebop
The state-less background provides possibilities of cultural fusion. Various cultural elements, such
as westerns, martial arts, jazz and blues, etc., coexist in this anime [Annett 2011]. In this case, the
anime design reflects the concept of “culturally odorless” and “mukokuseki”, which are the common
features of anime characters [Annett 2011]. “Mukokuseki” means “ ‘something or someone lacking
any nationality,’ it is the use of ambiguous racial features of characters and the erasure of racial or
ethnic characteristics in anime, it causes a sense of “culturally odorless” [Annett 2011]. Actually,
the erasure of ethnic features of anime is aiming for the global market. Many famous animation
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designers practice in the same way. For example, they “always tried to make their characters as
universal as possible by not giving them local color or national color or ethnic color” [Annett 2011].
Cowboy Bebop also aims for global market, but its universalizing distribution strategy is not to
achieve “culturally odorless” nor to erase ethnic features [Annett 2011]. Cowboy Bebop depicts a
society composed of African, American, Italian, Chinese and Moroccan characters. Each character
keeps his/her original ethnic feature, such as skin color, and all the different ethnic characteristics
coexist. The diverse society in Cowboy Bebop is like today’s globalizing world, but the cultural
fusion happens in this anime in a more extreme way since nation-states have ceased to exist [Annett
2011].
Some reviewers think that Western and Eastern audiences can equally appreciate an anime with
a state-less background [Annett 2011]. Cowboy Bebop did that as well. Even though it didn’t remove
ethnic features, it shows a society that is full of different ethnic features and forms a community
of sentiment based around a common feeling, interest or goal, which appeals to global audiences
[Annett 2011].
In my opinion, ’mukokuseki’ is an effect due to cultural fusion elements in anime. For example,
the characters in Cardcaptor Sakura have Western appearance, such as big eyes, brightly light skin
and light-colored hairs. While in some scenes, they dress in traditional Eastern costumes, such as
Kimono or Cheongsam, and their behavior reflect Japanese etiquettes, as shown in Fig. 3.8 The
cultural fusion reflected in characters’ appearance, costume and acts, leading to a result that it is
difficult for audiences to tell the characters’ exact nationalities or races, which is the ‘mukokuseki’
feature of anime characters.
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Figure 3.8: Characters in Cardcaptor Sakura
For the feature ‘mukokuseki’, some artists think it shows that Japanese hate their own faces,
so their characters with Western appearance [Annett 2011]. While some researchers think it is
a strategy to explore the global market. They think it will make characters more acceptable if
characters look like Western audiences [Annett 2011]. No matter the exact reason, this feature
made anime a special art form and very popular with global audiences [Annett 2011].
I think the ‘mukokuseki’ feature reflected in Cowboy Bebop is not a deep cultural fusion; it
is more like a multicultural coexisting. The ‘mukokuseki’ feature reflected in Cardcaptor Sakura
is Western looking characters dressed in Eastern costumes. My project explored the ‘mukokuseki’
feature by applying visual cultural fusion; two of my character has obscure setting of nationality;
the visual cultural fusion focused on character costume design.
3.1.4 L Gelfand.’s research on Character Design in Sailor Moon
L Gelfand.’s article focuses on the adaptation and combination of different source materials in
anime creation process, the author uses anime Sailor Moon as an example to show how did Naoko
Takeuchi fused several classic folklores, myths with modern popular media to create a fantastic and
appealing anime series. The adaptation involved in the design process of Sailor Moon includes genre
adaptation, which means to transfer traditional folklores and myths into modern themes [Gelfand
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2012].
In my opinion, Takeuchi’s adaptation process uses a cultural fusion approach, which is relevant
to my thesis research.
The basic story of Sailor Moon is: a young girl called Usagi Tsukino, has a triple identity. The
first identity is as an ordinary Japanese teenage schoolgirl; the second identity is as a guardian
warrior; the third identity is as the reincarnation of princess Serenity who comes from an ancient
moon kingdom, all shown in Fig. 3.9.
Figure 3.9: Triple Identity of Usagi
In the process of story design, Naoko Takeuchi used different source literature materials as
references and fused them in her own story. The first source is a Japanese folk tale called "The Tale
of Princess Kaguya" [Gelfand 2012], as shown in Fig. 3.10.
Figure 3.10: The Princess Kaguya
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The story of princess Serenity is inspired by Kaguya, which is a moon princess in Japanese
folklore. She was found in a stalk of bamboo as a baby girl by a childless bamboo cutter, then raised
by him and his wife; the princess was sent to earth avoiding suffering from a celestial war; she had to
go back to the moon finally [Gelfand 2012]. While the visual design of princess Serenity is inspired
by the lunar goddess Selene from Greek myth, Serenity wears dressed in white and has wings, as
shown in Fig. 3.11, which is the traditional description of goddess Selene in Greek myth [Gelfand
2012].
Figure 3.11: The Third Identity of Usagi: Princess Serenity
In the Greek myth, Selene fell in love with the beautiful shepherd boy Endymion, but this love
affair between goddess and human was forbidden by Zeus, so Zeus punish Endymion and never allow
them to get together, just as the tragedy between princess Serenity and prince Endymion in Sailor
Moon [Gelfand 2012]. In this way, Takeuchi fused Greek myth elements with Japanese folklore
elements in designing the image of princess Serenity [Gelfand 2012].
I have some ideas about the protagonist’s visual design, which has not been mentioned in this arti-
cle. Takeuchi also applied the feature mukokuseki in the visual design of Usagi Tsukino. Mukokuseki
was defined by Iwabuchias; it means the character lacking any nationality, also implying the erasure
of racial or ethnic characteristics; it is an important feature that makes anime globally acceptable
and popular [Annett 2011]. Usagi Tsukino is a Japanese student in ordinary Japanese life; she always
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wears a Japanese school uniform, which shows her identity, as shown in Fig. 3.12, but she has an
Western facial appearance. With the fusion of these visual elements, it is hard to tell Usagi’s exact
nationality. I think the Usagi’s Western facial appearance is to show her secret identity as moon
princess, which inspired by the Greek lunar goddess.
Figure 3.12: Usagi’s Clothes in Daily Life
The cultural fusion reflected in Sailor Moon is the combination of Greek Goddess image design
with a Japanese folktale; the ‘mukokuseki’ feature reflected in this anime is an Eastern character
has Western appearance. These concepts are not the same fusion in my project. In my project, I
focused on visual cultural fusion applied in character costume design.
3.1.5 X. López’s Research on Character Design in Dragon Ball
X. López‘s article focuses on showing the relationship between folktales and anime, especially the
subversive application of traditional tales and myth in Japanese anime. The author uses Dragon
Ball series as an example, analyzing how Toriyama uses the Chinese novel Journey to the West and
other religious stories, folktales, myths as references to create Dragon Ball series [López 2014].
The original novel Journey to the West tells a story that four monks go on a pilgrimage for
Buddhist scriptures. The four monks are monk Tang, Monkey King, the pig and monk Sha Wujing.
In Dragon Ball, Monkey King is the archetype of Goku, Goku is a playful boy who has a monkey
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tail. Monkey King and Goku have some similar abilities, such as extending a staff at will, flying on
Flying Nimbus and creating copies of him by using his hair [López 2014]. In the novel, the pig is
initially a god but has been punished on Earth for lustful behavior. Oolong is the adapted version,
he keeps the appearance as an anthropomorphic pig; he is still lustful in Dragon Ball. Monk Tang
has been adapted into an elder master called Kame Sennin who has awesome power; he is ostensibly
lustful but he’s actually kind-hearted. Sha Wujing was once a god but he has been punished to be a
river demon, then he joined the team in search of Buddhist sutras. Krillin has been designed as an
ordinary monk who learns Kung Fu from Kame Sennin in order to appeal girls [López 2014]. The
comparison of two versions is shown in Fig. 3.13. The pictures of Journey to the West are from the
television version, they are regarded as the most respectful re-creation of the original novel [López
2014].
Figure 3.13: The Comparison of Characters in Two Versions
The archetype of Kame Sennin is monk Tang, who is a kind-hearted and pious master monk;
he always wears Kam Lan cassock and Vairocana hat, carrying a nine ring pewter staff, which are
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all given by Buddha with the purpose of protecting monk Tang during the journey [López 2014], as
shown in Fig. 3.14.
Figure 3.14: Monk Tang
In Dragon Ball, Kame Sennin is no longer a monk but a Kung Fu master, so he wears traditional
Chinese Kung Fu uniform, as shown in Fig. 3.15. He carries a turtle shell on his back, that’s why
the author thinks Kame Sennin is a combined version of monk Tang and figure of the kappa. Kappa
is a type of monster in Japanese folktales, it has body of frog, beak of bird and shell of turtle [López
2014], as shown in Fig. 3.16. In Asian myths, turtle shell is an auspicious symbol, it implies wisdom
and longevity [López 2014]. The turtle shell of Kame Sennin implies that he is a mortal, wise Kung
Fu master with magical power [López 2014]. His name also implies his connection with turtle; the
word Kame means turtle in Japanese, Sennin means hermits who are devoted to meditation. Kame
Sennin often uses his turtle shell for strength training to improve his Kung Fu, that’s another reason
of the design [López 2014].
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Figure 3.15: Kame Sennin
Figure 3.16: Kappa in Japanese Folktales
Besides, in some scenes, Kame Sennin wears Hawaii style costumes, such as Aloha shirt and
shorts, as shown in Fig. 3.17, which implies that he lives on an island in the Pacific [López 2014].
The name of his best-known Kung Fu technique is a combined word “Kame-hame-ha”; it contains
the word kame (turtle) and the name (Kamehameha I) of the last dynasty of Hawaiian kings before
the American occupation that shows his connection with Hawaii [López 2014].
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Figure 3.17: The Hawaii Style Costumes of Kame Sennin
In my opinion, the Dragon Ball is a production of cultural fusion; it starts with Toriyama’s
adaptation of a famous Chinese myth, adding elements from Japanese folk tales, fusing traditional
elements with modern cultural elements, providing an entertaining and attractive anime for global
audiences. Even though some think Toriyama’s adaptation is subversive, I think Toriyama shows his
respect to some serious Chinese elements. For example, the divine dragon Shenron is adapted into a
deity who can realize people’s dreams, the traditional Chinese divine dragons actually do not have
such powerful magic; they can only control weather. Also, Toriyama keeps the dragon’s imposing
appearance throughout the anime series, which respects traditional Chinese culture [López 2014].
In Dragon Ball, different cultural elements are separately reflected in the costume design of Kame
Sennin in different scenes. In my project, I explored the visual cultural fusion reflected in character
costume design in one stage and in one scene.
3.2 Cultural Latent Pattern Maintenance: C. Jia’s Research on the Con-
cept of Cultural Latent Pattern Maintenance that influences Cultural
Fusion
In the book The Foreign History of Sociology, C. Jia introduces Talcott Parsons as the founder of
American modern structural functionalism. Parsons was the first person to propose the cultural
latent pattern maintenance paradigm.
“The concept of this paradigm is the maintenance of potential culture pattern. In the
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process of cultural transmission, the function of cultural pattern maintenance has the
effect to make the cultural circle select and filter foreign culture and protect native culture.
When foreign culture is beneficial to the maintenance of the original culture pattern, it
can be accepted easily as a kind of new cultural nutrition by the original culture. If
foreign culture is harmful to the original culture pattern, it will be rejected, prevented
and repelled by the original culture. Cultural pattern maintenance paradigm has the
function as “Gatekeeper”. It is a kind of self-protection mechanism of culture, is one of
the most basic function of social culture. It is the result of comprehensive effect of social
system, social value, ethics value and cultural value, and it is the law of culture or the
“Gatekeeper” of thought which is intangible.”
Jia [2008 p. 225]
In my opinion, the challenge is how to break though the limit of cultural pattern maintenance
paradigm to make the animation character visual design not only fit aesthetic expectations of native
audiences, but also to enter into the culture life of foreign audiences and be popular with these
audiences and widespread in the world. It is a challenge that is difficult for animation character
designers to break through and also a subject that is worthy of research in the field of animation.
3.3 The Thoery of Visual Psychology: G. Y. Wu’s Thoery of Visual
Psychology and Character Design
In the book Animation Design, the author G. Y. Wu introduces theory from visual psychology,
which tells us that when the perception of an object matches with its image in memory, although
the level of recognition is high, it lacks the visual stimulus that attracts the audience’s attention Wu
[2006].
If we consciously create "destruction" to some degree of the original image in the creation
process, it will generate a new image from the original one, making the perceptual activity
filled with dynamic vitality and making it easy for audiences to pay attention to and to
remember. Innovation is the soul of all art forms; animation character design is not
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exception. If we consciously create "destruction" to some degree of the stereotypical
characters in the creation of character design, which means to design a character differs
from audience’s traditional impression, it can create an innovative character that meet
the needs of the people entertainment and aesthetic.
Wu [2006 p. 52]
I think it can create innovative characters by applying visual cultural fusion in character visual
design. By create "destruction" to some degree to an original character image, which could mean
adding new visual cultural elements in a classic or stereotypical character; the original character
could look differently than that of audiences’ traditional impression, generating innovative character
image.
3.4 Costume Design in Animations: R. Yi.’s Research on the Features of
Character’s Clothing Design in Animations and Mangas
R. Yi’s article states that the most important function of character costume design is to show
character’ characteristics as much as possible. “The value of the costume in creating a personality
cannot be overestimated [Yi 2010].” Appropriate costume design can make audience get the right
ideas of the character from the designer, such as character’s position, social status, hobbies, etc.
A nice costume design also gives the audience a better aesthetic appreciation at the same time [Yi
2010].
Character costume design in animations and mangas can be categorized into several fixed types.
The first type is "Conceptualization" [Yi 2010]. Many character costume designs tend to be con-
ceptualized, because many characters are from fictional and imaginary world in animations, such as
Fist of the North Star, Saint Seiya, etc. These characters do not exist in the real world, so their
clothes are the distortion and exaggeration of ordinary clothes in real life [Yi 2010]. These designs
show the designer’s understanding and imagination of the fictional world, such as outer space, ghosts
and ancient times [Yi 2010]. "They have the visual effects the real clothes could not achieve and the
super functions of those clothes can only exist in our imagination." [Yi 2010]
The second type is "Virtualization" [Yi 2010]. The purpose of “Virtualization” is to show the
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characters’ distinctiveness when comparing with ordinary characters. Some characters have great
power, such as super heroes from Batman and fairies from Angel Sanctuary. These types of char-
acters have special clothes [Yi 2010]. They become super-powerful or are transformed by wearing
clothes, such as an invisible cloak or a wolf cloak [Yi 2010]. Like Superman’s red and blue tights, the
special clothes become symbols to make audiences remember clearly the features of the characters
[Yi 2010].
The third type is "Marginalization", which means some of the characters’ costumes are too
distinctive and exaggerated that only a small group of people accepts this designing style while the
mainstream rejects it [Yi 2010]. These styles, such as exaggerated hairstyles, huge ornaments and
heavy makeup are mainly favored by teenagers. For example, "the main characters in NANA wears
T-shirts with holes, leather choker with rivets, blood-like red lipstick and fingernail polish. They
have white eye shadow and more than 20 holes in their ears, noses and other parts of their body.
This style of dressing and make-up was not the social mainstream aesthetics even in Japan." [Yi
2010]
Although the article does not relate to cultural fusion, this research provides me with ideas of
using costume design to present characteristics of characters. The types and features of character
costume have been taken into consideration when I designed my own characters.
3.5 Relevant Thesis Project: M. Li’s Thesis Project on an Experimental
Style Fusion Design of Beijing Opera Elements and Hip-Pop Element
The MS thesis of Bringing Beijing Opera and Hip-hop - a Style Fusion Experiment in Character
Design by M. Li. from Texas A&M University researches on a relevant topic.
In this project, the author fuses Peking Opera style elements and Hip-pop style elements in
one character. The author firstly defines Peking opera style and Hip-hop style, then respectively
introduces relevant visual cultural elements, such as the headdresses and pheasant tail feathers
in Peking opera style, and graffiti patterns and sneakers in Hip-hop style, etc. [Li 2013]. The
author develops five principles for fusing Peking opera style and Hip-hop style elements, which
defines the final fused effect should reflect the essential visual elements of both style; the fused effect
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should include some redesigning of both style elements; the fused effect should visually reflect the
character’s tough personality, which is the common spirit of both cultures; the fused effect should
reflect uniqueness; the fused effect should not include too much element of each style and should
achieve balance between ancient and modern style, making Oriental and Western style harmoniously
coexisted [Li 2013].
Finally the author provides one possible fused effect based on the principles and aesthetic reasons.
I think this project has aesthetic experimental value and provides possible principles of visually fusing
Peking opera style and Hip-pop style, but the principles only work for a specific situation. In my
project, I developed a principle that can work in general cases, and can be used by other character
designers. Also, this project shows that it is important to understand the cultural elements in
their own cultural contexts; that the symbolic meaning of cultural elements can visually imply the
character’s characteristics.
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Chapter 4: PROJECT SECTION
My project includes two parts: case studies of existing animated characters and my personal char-
acter design explorations.
4.1 Case Studies
I studied examples of visual cultural fusion applied in character visual design in animated films
and animated games. By analyzing these examples, I developed principles of visual cultural fusion
applied in character visual design.
4.1.1 Chun Li from Street Fighter
Chun Li is a character from Street Fighter series. She is a Chinese young girl who is good at Chinese
martial arts and combat; she has strong and fit body, and has great leg skills called “Hyakuret-
sukyaku”, which means "Hundred Rending Legs". In her original image, she wears a peach-colored
qipao, which called cheongsam in English, as shown in Fig. 4.1. It is a Chinese dress imported
over from Manchuria that became popular among girls during the early 20th century [Yang 2004b].
This Chinese cultural symbol implies where she comes from. Originally this type of clothing is to
express the charm and outline of female and decorous status with its elegant design [Yang 2004b],
it has no connection with Kung Fu or combat. So the designers made some revisions based on the
qipao [Knight 2010]. They chosen another cultural element called “puff sleeve” and added it on the
cuff of the qipao, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The original design of puff sleeve has a sense of romantic
style; it was very popular in the early 19th century in the Romantic period [Reeder 2015]. In this
process the puff sleeve still keeps its original outlines and shape, but the purpose is not to give the
character a sense of romantic style, but to make her arms plumper, generating a sense of female
strength without adding more muscles on her arm. Also, the qipao has been modified to be shorter,
allowing a far wider range of movement than a normal version. This improves Chun Li’s ability to
fight more effectively [Knight 2010]. In order to emphasize her awesome “Hundred Rending Legs”,
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they changed the embroidery shoes with combat boots, as shown in Fig. 4.3. And they added dark
brown tights with the purpose of protecting the character [Knight 2010]. Finally, this fusion makes
the character reflect the image of a professional fighter more than her original image. When she acts
in her own way this fusion works to emphasize her characteristics as a Chinese girl who is good at
combat, as shown in Fig. 4.3.
Figure 4.1: The Original Version of Chun Li
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Figure 4.2: The Fusion Process of the Costume of Chun Li
Figure 4.3: The Classic Version of Chun Li
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4.1.2 Ichihara Yuuko from XXXHolic
Ichihara Yuuko, is a character from Japanese animation XXXHolic, she is a charming and sexy
witch who has powerful magic and lives in a luxurious life. She comes from a fantasy world that
doesn’t exist [Cavallaro 2012]. Her design is special as the designers use the basic shape of the
traditional Japanese kimono; make recognizable variations to its traditional shape, and change the
way of wearing kimono [Cavallaro 2012], as shown in Fig. 4.4.
Figure 4.4: The Fusion Process of the Costume of Ichihara Yuuko
The designers apply lots of European style silk ruﬄes on the neckline, cuffs and the lower hem of
the kimono. Ruﬄes appeared at the necklines of full chemises in the 15th century, evolved into the
separately constructed ruff of the 16th century [Arnold 2004]. Ruﬄe elements have graceful features
and details. With silk textile, ruﬄes give a sense of sophisticated and deeply rooted authentic
luxury [Arnold 2004]. The kimono is also a symbol of wealthy life and noble status in Japanese
culture [Dalby 1997]. So this fusion in her costume design emphasizes the sense of luxury and the
character’s wealthy life in two cultures. The designers replaced the obi of the kimono with a corset
element. Corsets are garments that were popular in 16th century popular in Europe and peaked
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during the Victorian era [Steele 2001]. The common use of corsets is to slim the body and make it
conform to a fashionable silhouette. A corset can emphasize a curvy figure by reducing the waist and
thereby exaggerating the bust and hips [Steele 2001], while Kimono emphasizes a sense of graceful
conservative female beauty [Dalby 1997]. Compared with wearing a kimono in traditional way, the
character looks more sexy and full of female charms with the corset design. The designers also
replaced the traditional Japanese geta socks with fishnet stockings. Fishnet element is commonly
worn on the legs and arms by practitioners of gothic and punk fashion, but is also commonly worn
by the mainstream as a fashion statement. Generally considered to be a sexy garment [Danesi 2010].
With this fishnet design, the designers emphasize the uncanny, mysterious and sexy traits of the
character.
Through the process of visual cultural fusion, the designer not only shows the initial idea of the
character they want to show us, but they also offer a very novel visual experience to the audience.
4.1.3 Shiryu from Saint Seiya
Shiryu is from animation Saint Seiya. This animation is adapted from Greek mythology and the
mythology of star constellations [Wikia 2012]. None of the hero characters in this animation exist
in the world. They are all fighters and finally become heroes. In order to show this, the designer
originally chooses gothic plate armor as the basic shape [Wikia 2012]. This armor, as shown in
Fig. 4.5 is a type of steel plate armor made in the Holy Roman Empire during the 15th century and
it is a famous type of armor in the Medieval Age [Kelly and Schwabe 2002].
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Figure 4.5: Gothic Plate Armor
Shiryu is a special character among all the Saint fighters, he is not only a Saint fighter from Greek
myth, but also has Chinese background. In this animation, Shiryu is one of the Athena’s Saints, a
warrior with bronze armor. He grew up in China and practices skills in Rozan Mountain [F. P. Miller
and Ome 2010]. He represents the temperament and benevolence of Eastern dragons. He acts like
a thinking and reflective dragon warrior [F. P. Miller and Ome 2010]. His special skill relates to
Mount Lu and Chinese dragon [F. P. Miller and Ome 2010]. In order to show his special background,
Shiryu’s armor is not completely based on Gothic armor, the designer adds some Chinese culture
elements such as dragon elements, Chinese patterns on the gothic plate armor and the color schema
is based on the color of Mount Lu.
This picture shows the one form of the Dragon Bronze Cloth of Shiryu, as shown in Fig. 4.6.
The armor parts are mainly based on gothic armor; the designer added whiskers and eyebrows of the
dragon on the headpiece, he exaggerated the shoulder armors and added dragon claws holding on
them [F. P. Miller and Ome 2010]. The right gauntlet has a dragonhead guard, and is used primarily
for attacking, while the left gauntlet has the powerful Dragon Shield [F. P. Miller and Ome 2010]. The
leg guards have patterns that represent dragon scales [F. P. Miller and Ome 2010]. This culturally
fused design is shown in the correlation between fused cultures and Shiryu’s experience, special skills
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and his background.
Figure 4.6: The Armor of Shiryu
4.1.4 Ryuk from Death Note
When applying visual cultural fusion, I think not every audience can accept this type of design
concept. For example, the character Ryuk that comes from Death Note is too special to accept for
most audiences. His prototype is the God of Death, but the designer wanted to create a distinctive
character without the use of any traditional image of God of Death as reference [Ohba 2008]. So he
applied visual cultural fusion when designing Ryuk. For me, Ryuk is a good example of applying
visual cultural fusion; his head is based on the image of Yaksha, which is a spirit image that comes
from Eight Noble Beings in ancient Indian Buddhism myths. It is a demigod and monster who eats
humans and ghosts [Zhang 2014], as shown in Fig. 4.7. He has huge protruding eyes and eyebrow
bone and an exaggerated nose [Ohba 2008]. The designer applied an evil clown’s mouth to increase
the impression of a devil [Ohba 2008]. When designing Ryuk’s clothes, the designer applied a Gothic
costume style [W. Hughes and Smith 2015]. Ryuk wears black leather clothing and black pointed
boots. He puts black bandages all around his legs. He has some sharp ornaments around his body.
His belt has a delicate skeleton sign, a symbol of death [Ohba 2008]. He wears a cape that is made
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from black raven feathers and he has a pair of huge crow’s wings [Fujie and Komen 2010], as shown
in Fig. 4.8. Initially, the designer wants to use the meaning and color of the crow symbol, because
crow means misfortune and death in Asian countries [Ohba 2008]. Because of the fusion of these
elements, Ryuk is different from any previous image of the God of Death.
Figure 4.7: Yaksha
Figure 4.8: Ryuk
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4.1.5 Padmé Amidala from Star Wars
Padmé Amidala is a fictional character in the Star Wars universe, she is a noble queen and senator,
appearing in the prequel trilogy. She must appear special, because she comes from Naboo, which is
a fictional planet. She never lived on Earth [Fielding 2008]. So the designers apply visual cultural
fusion to create a special costume that does not appear on Earth. Her costume in The Phantom
Menace is one the her most classic culturally-fused dressing. The designer used a Mongolian royal
style costume as a base, seen especially in the headdress [Fielding 2008]. Then they replaced the
Mongolian royal style facial makeup with ancient Japanese geisha facial makeup, and add Chinese
red beauty spots cheek makeup from the Tang dynasty [Fielding 2008], as shown in Fig. 4.9. The
fusion is intended to create a different visual style that looks like a costume from another world,
and also shows her noble status, as all these culture elements reflect high social status in their own
cultural contexts [Fielding 2008]. In my opinion, the fused effect is special, but looks something like
court jester, as shown in Fig. 4.10.
Figure 4.9: The Costume of Amidala in The Phantom Menace
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Figure 4.10: Court Jester
4.1.6 Pilaf from Dragon Ball Series
In Dragon Ball series, Pilaf is the enemy of Goku, as shown in Fig. 4.11. He is a robber; he hurts
and threatens innocent people. He wants to collect all the dragon balls and becomes the King of
World.
Figure 4.11: Pilaf
He wears a Chinese skullcap hat, as shown in Fig. 4.12. Actually it was a very ordinary type of
hat in ancient Chine, people usually use different hat fabric and hat accessory to show different social
identity [R. Bulliet and Johnson 2014]. For example, a Prince’s hat might be made of gold thread
and decorated with jade. It was originated in Ming dynasty, and it has been very popular during
Qing Dynasty because it was fit for male’s hairstyle at that time [Garrett 2008]. This skullcap hat
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fits Pilaf’s bare head very well. In Chinese culture, the red part on the hat implies auspicious omen
and best wishes, the azurite blue part implies honesty and loyalty [R. Bulliet and Johnson 2014],
which are somewhat ironic applied in the design of a greedy and vicious villain.
Figure 4.12: Chinese Skullcap
He dresses in a simplified Mandarin jacket of official soldier in Qing dynasty, as shown in
Fig. 4.13.The jacket has light and thin fabric, which is convenient for fighting [Yang 2004a]. It
has two types of color; Manchu soldiers dress in black and soldiers in Han nationality dress in azu-
rite blue [Yang 2004a]. The Chinese characters on the round board mean “fried rice”, also known as
“pilaf”. Pilaf does not use the Qing-dynasty soldier boots; he wears Chinese cloth shoes, as shown
in Fig. 4.14. These two types of shoes are both convenient for fighting. The cloth shoes are more
convenient for sweat evaporation and ventilation than soldier boots [Yang 2004a].
Figure 4.13: Mandarin Jacket of Official Soldier in Qing Dynasty
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Figure 4.14: Chinese Cloth Shoes
All these elements above are based on Chinese traditional costumes. The special part of his
costume is ruff collar, as shown in Fig. 4.15.The ruff collar is originated in France, it has become
popular among nobles in the late 16th century in Europe [Baker 2000]. There were many ruﬄes in
ruff collar, which required sophisticated manual work to make so it cost a lot of money and gradually
became the symbol of European nobles [Baker 2000]. The ruff collar implies Pilaf is a greedy and
vainglorious character.
Figure 4.15: Ruff Collar
In some scenes, Pilaf also wears an imperial crown, as shown in Fig. 4.16; it is designed based on
the Imperial Crown of United Kingdom, as shown in Fig. 4.17. This element implies Pilaf’s ambition
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of being the King of the World.
Figure 4.16: The Crown of Pilaf
Figure 4.17: Imperial Crown of United Kingdom
4.2 Visual Cultural Fusion Principles: Principles and Design Process of
Visual Cultural Fusion Applied in Character Visual Design
As I analyzed character examples and studied visual cultural fusion, I tried to create classifications of
visual cultural fusion in the beginning, such as fusion of elements in different times; fusion of elements
from different countries; fusion of elements from different ethnic groups, but the classifications failed
to present a clear method since the classifications often overlap. Finally, I followed the way that I
analyzed the character examples and summarized a set of principles of visual cultural fusion applied
in visual character design to analyze character examples and design my characters, as shown in
Fig. 4.18.
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Figure 4.18: Principles of Visual Cultural Fusion Applied in Character Visual Design
These principles are also a thinking procedure during character design process, especially when
applying visual cultural fusion in visual character design.
4.2.1 Characteristics of a Character
When designing a character, especially focusing on character visual design, you must first describe
who is s/he where he/she comes from; what he/she looks like; what are his/her special traits; etc.
The characteristics of a character can be classified as explicit visual characteristics and implicit
visual characteristics.
Explicit visual characteristics: Stylistic visual traits. Such as facial features, skin color, hair color
and hairstyle, body proportion, costume design and props design.
Implicit visual characteristics: Internal traits that may be shown or implied visually through
explicit visual characteristics, such as gender, age, ethnicity, nationality, occupation, living environ-
ment, social status, spiritual beliefs, material wealth, habits, hobbies, special skills.
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In this step, you can list all the character’s features, listing all the possible, corresponding
and proper visual elements based on each characteristic, eliminating improper/irrelevant elements
according to his/her other features, then combining the remaining elements to present your initial
idea of your character design. Classic characters, archetypes and stereotypes could be references in
this step.
For example, if you want to design an very elder but strong, modern scholarly male chemist,
who is working in a lab, you may choose white hair, wrinkles, frail body and a walking stick to
present he is very old; you may choose beards, exaggerated muscles and male body proportion to
present he is a strong male; you may choose thick glasses, books and doctoral hat to present he is
a learned person; you may choose chemical experimental apparatus and a lab suit to present he is
a modern chemist who is working in a lab. Based on the description that he is an very elder but
strong, modern scholarly male chemist, the elements of frail body and walking stick are contrary to
your initial idea, doctorial hat seems irrelevant to his identity in this situation, so you may eliminate
these improper elements and combine the other elements. Finally, you design a character that has
wrinkles on his skin and has strong male body, white hair and beard, dressing in a lab suit, wearing
thick glasses, holding a book on one hand and holding a test tube in another hand. This is one
possible and effective way to present your ideas of your character.
After this step, you will have a base character, while you should think about what are the key
elements that define the base character; these key elements will influence the following steps when
applying visual cultural fusion.
4.2.2 The Reason of Applying Visual Cultural Fusion in Character Visual
Design
After designing the base character, you may want to apply the concept of visual cultural fusion
in the character visual design; generally, there are five possible reasons of applying visual cultural
fusion.
Firstly, the character has multicultural life experience or background. For example, the bride in
Kill Bill is a highly skilled killer who is good at Chinese Kung Fu, and Japanese Kendo skills. In
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order to visually express her special skills, she dresses in the classic fight suit of Bruce Lee, carrying
a katana. This fusion effectively express her cultural-fused skills, audiences can understand the
designer’s idea by the image of the bride without watching the full movie.
Secondly, the character comes from fictional places. Visual cultural fusion can create new visual
elements that are different with existing ones. For example, Queen Amidala in the Star Wars series
is born and lives in a fictional planet Naboo, in order to differentiate the fictional alien civilization
with existing Earth cultures, the designer fused Chinese, Mongolian and Indian visual elements on
the costume of Amidala [Fielding 2008]; her costume design provides familiar but unusual visual
experience to audiences as if she comes from an unusual place.
Thirdly, to redesign or adapt a classic character, an archetype or a stereotype. When it comes
to stereotypes, such as princesses, scientists or magicians, there could be some existing images in
our minds. To redesign or adapt these kinds of characters, visual cultural fusion is one possible
approach. For example, the archetype of Ryuk is Death, the classic image of Death is a human
skeleton, dressing in a long black robe and carrying a sickle [Tressider 2012]. The designer did not
directly follow this image, he only kept the thin body of Death image, adding elements from the
image of a Buddhism demigod Yaksha [Zhang 2014] and elements of gothic style garments, creating
a novel and attractive image of Death.
Fourthly, by adding cultural elements from other countries to the character visual design, to
attract audiences with different cultural backgrounds. For example, some characters in animes and
mangas have obvious Western appearance and costume elements. This is done to export anime to
Western counties and try for a broad western audience appeal [Annett 2011; Lu 2008].
Finally, to illustrate implicit values by adopting cultural forms that clearly relate to those values.
For example, Pilaf inDragon Ball series dresses in simplified Chinese official costume of Qing dynasty,
but in some scenes, the author adds an England imperial crown on his head to show his ambitious to
become The King of the World. The author replaces the crown of the Qing dynasty emperor with a
British Imperial Crown, because the history of the colonial expansion of the British Empire implied
by the British Imperial Crown is more fit for the character setting. Also, the British Imperial Crown
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is a more famous and universal image to show power and ambition. It can directly visualize the
traits of this supporting character without adding more plots.
4.2.3 Which Cultures are Fused?
In this step, according to the character’s traits, you need to think about which specific visual cul-
tural elements you will use; which countries or ethnic groups the elements belong to and which
specific periods of time the elements belong to. It is important to learn the meaning and influence
of each cultural element in its own cultural context in a specific period of history and in the world.
You should have clear understanding of the reasons and possible effects of visual cultural fusion.
Generally, the fused cultural elements are intercultural elements and intertemporal elements. “In-
tercultural elements” here means two cultural elements (with a focus on costume elements) that
belong to different counties or different ethnic groups. “Inter-temporal elements” here means two
cultural elements (with a focus on costume elements) that belong to different periods of history. For
example, the costume of Chun Li is a combination of qipao and puff sleeve, qipao first appeared
and have been popular in China during the early 20th century [Knight 2010], while puff sleeve first
appeared and have been popular in the several European countries in the early 19th century in the
Romantic period [Reeder 2015], so Qipao and puff sleeve are both intercultural and intertemporal
elements.
4.2.4 Method of Fusion
The method of applying visual cultural fusion is using one costume element as a base element and
either adding new cultural elements that from another culture on the base element, or replace the
base element with new cultural elements that from another culture. The base cultural element could
be a garment, such as a coat, a skirt, a pair of shoes, etc., or any part of a garment, such as the
collar of a coat, the hem of a skirt, the sleeves of a dress, the patterns on the costume, etc.
 To add new elements on the base element (the base element is a part of a garment)
For example, the base element of Chun Li’s costume is the sleeve of qipao and Chinese embroi-
dered shoes. For the sleeve element, there are sleeveless qipao and short sleeve qipao [Knight
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2010]. Chun Li’s costume is based on a sleeveless version, as shown in Fig. 4.19, so the base
element is the sleeve part of a sleeveless qipao, the designer adds a puff sleeve onto the sleeve
opening of the qipao, creating puff-sleeved qipao, as shown in Fig. 4.19.
Figure 4.19: To Add Puff Sleeves on the Sleeve Opening of the Sleeveless Qipao
 To replace the base element with new element (the base element is a part of a garment)
If Chun Li’s costume is designed based on a short sleeve qipao, but the designer still want to
achieve the same final effect, then the fusion process will be, to use the sleeve part of short
sleeve qipao as the base element, replacing the base element with puff sleeve, finally creating
puff-sleeved qipao, as shown in Fig. 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: To Replace the Sleeves of Short Sleeve Qipao with Puff Sleeves
 To replace the base element with new element (the base element is a garment)
For the shoes element, the base element is the entire shoes, the designer replace the base
element with combat shoes, as shown in Fig. 4.21.
Figure 4.21: To Replace the Embroidered Shoes with Combat Shoes
Generally, if you use a full garment as a base element, it is effective to directly replace the base
element with new element; If you use a part of a garment as a base element, you may either
just add new element onto the base element or replace base element with new element.
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 To retain the base element with/without revisions
These above methods only work for the part you want to apply visual cultural fusion, it does
not mean that you need to replace each base element, or add new element on every base element
to achieve a fused-effect. You can still retain the base elements if they are fit for presenting
a character’s characteristics. For example, in the fused version of Chun Li, the hem of qipao
is shorter than that of the original version, as shown in Fig. 4.22. There’s no replacements or
added elements in the fused version of the hem, the designer only made the hem shorter to
meet the character’s need of fighting.
Figure 4.22: To Retain the Hem of the Qipao with Revisions
4.2.5 Factors of Fusion
The factors of fusion relate to the reasons for applying visual cultural fusion, which explains what
factors of new elements we want to use to present the character’s traits. I identified four factors of
fusion: the meaning of the cultural element; the shape of the cultural element; the color palette of
the cultural element; the influence of the cultural element.
Firstly, the meaning of a cultural element relates to its specific cultural and social context. Every
costume element represents certain symbolic meaning, functional meaning and social cultural mean-
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ing in its own context. It implies relevant cultural background, social identity, specific occupation,
life style, living environment, etc. Generally, when you add a new element onto the base element, and
the new element have similar symbolic meaning as the base element, it could enhance the original
symbol meaning and enhance specific characteristic of the character, creating a new visual element.
For example, kimonos appeared in Japan during the period of the Tokugawa Shogunate. It reflects
noble identity in Japanese culture, and it implies a luxurious life since it relates to graceful behavior
and rarely working [Dalby 1997]. Ruﬄes as decorative elements first appeared in European in the
15th century. It implies graceful and luxurious life [Arnold 2004]. In the costume design of Ichihara
Yuuko, the designer adds ruﬄe elements onto the neckline, cuffs and the lower hem of the kimono,
which emphasize the sense of luxury and the wealthy life of the character, creating a novel kimono
style. If you replace the base element with a new element which has opposite or irrelevant symbol
meaning to base element, it could enrich the character’s characteristics and it may be more effective
to present the character’s traits. For example, Chun Li initially wears qipao and embroidery shoes,
the designer replaces embroidery shoes with combat shoes, which is proper and more convenient for
fighting and more effective to show her identity as skilled fighter.
Secondly, the shape of a cultural element relates to the certain feeling that a certain shape could
arouse audiences. For example, triangle gives people a sense of stability [Barton 2013], some special
shape such as inverted pentagram is seen as the symbol of Satanism, which could arouse senses of
evil and darkness [Mathews 2009]. Each costume element has its own shape, sometimes, designers
use shape as a key factor of the new element. For example, in the costume design of Chun Li, the
designer replaces the basic sleeve element of qipao with puff sleeve, because the shape of puff sleeve
makes Chun Li’s arms look plumper without adding exaggerated muscles. The soft and round lines
of puff sleeve element also generate a sense of female strength and power.
Thirdly, the color and color palette of a cultural element also relates to the certain feeling that a
color or a color palette could arouse audiences. For example, in most countries, black symbolize evil
and death [Gage 2000]. A specific color palette may remind audience a certain image. For example,
the combination of a large area of the yellow with black stripe may remind audiences the image of
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Bruce Lee. Some specific color palettes also reflect certain cultural background, special identity, and
specific hierarchy in some social civilization or in religions. For example, in ancient China, the color
palette of emperor’s costume in Qing dynasty consists of a large percentage of golden yellow and a
small percentage of red, Ming blue and black. This type of special color palette only used by the
emperor and only represents the image of the emperor in Chinese culture [Perkins 1998]. In Saint
Seiya, the base element of Shiryu is gothic plate armor, in Shiryu’s armor, the designer replaces the
original silver color of gothic plate armor with blue-green. Blue-green is the symbolic color of Mount
Lu [Fogel 2005], which implies the special life experience and cultural background of Shiryu.
Finally, the influence of a cultural element relates to its popularity among audiences. Sometimes
the new element is more universal and popular among audiences than the base element, which
can more effectively show the character’s traits. For example, Akira Toriyama designs Pilaf as an
ambitious character, a base element of Pilaf’s costume is official uniform in Qing dynasty, while
Akira Toriyama replaces official hat in Qing dynasty with British Imperial Crown in Pilaf’s design,
in order to show the character’s ambition of being the King of the World, he did so because the
England Imperial Crown is a more universal symbol of power to most audiences [Rapelli 2011].
The fours factors of the new cultural elements explain the reasons that you want to use the new
cultural elements. It is also important to think about the four factors of the base cultural elements.
After comparing the four factors of base cultural elements with that of new cultural elements, you
may find the base cultural elements are more effective to present the character’s features, so you
may retain the base cultural elements in the fused character.
The last step, you should check if all the new elements and the fusion effects fit for presenting
the character’s characteristics. It is important to properly show a character’s traits for character
design. Visual cultural fusion should work for properly presenting the character’s characteristics
while designing novel characters.
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I used these principles to explore the application of visual cultural fusion in my own character
designs. I designed three animated character examples. In each example, the visual design of the
character will reflect the fusion of two or more different cultural elements. In this process, I want to
achieve three points.
(1) To explore how to use visual cultural fusion to present a character’s characteristics.
(2) To explore this novel concept to properly present characters’ characteristics and create novel
characters.
(3) To explore the possibilities of visual cultural fusion concept.
5.1 The English Pirate
 Initial Designs of the First Character
Initially, I intended to fuse Chinese elements with costume elements of pirate stereotype to
show a pirate who has cultural-fused life experience. This idea was inspired by the pirate
stereotype and Peking Opera elements. The initial concept art, as shown in Fig. 5.1, shows
that the fused character is a middle-aged English pirate during 18th century, which represented
by a pirate leather tricorn and an eye-patch. One of his hands badly injured and replaced with
a hook. He is a dignified chief with majesty, so his suit has lots of luxurious patterns on it.
His boots represent the king in Peking Opera. He might believe the ancient Chinese myths of
the dragon king, so he wears a dragon head symbol instead of pirate skull symbol. He trades
between China and England, so he wears silky Tang suit to show his connection with Chinese
culture. He carries an antique wood knot staff that implies his age range. Then I used the
visual cultural fusion principle to analyze the fused effect. I think some parts are somewhat
unreasonable, such as wearing Peking opera boots during traveling on ship; wearing silky Tang
suit that is easily damaged in a tough sea environment. Some parts that I wanted to change
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to give him more possibilities, such as replacing the hook with normal right hand to have more
hand motions. Based on these new ideas, I further developed his background.
Figure 5.1: Initial Designs of the Pirate
 Further Development of the English Pirate
• The Base Character
The base character is an English pirate captain during the 18th century. He is around 50 years
old and weather-beaten. His costumes are designed based on the image of pirate stereotype,
which is largely influenced by the image of Edward Teach and the pirate costumes during
the early 18th century [D. Rickman and Rava 2004]. He wears a black leather tricorn with
a skull-and-crossbones symbol, a dark brown velvet justacorps, brown leather gloves, black
velvet breeches, knee-length dark brown leather Cavalier boots and six Queen Anne flintlock
pistols which hold by short cotton straps. The overall color palette is dark, showing tough sea
living environment.
• The Fused Character
He is an England pirate captain. He is around 50 years old and weather-beaten. He is a
dignified chief with majesty. He is very cautious person and always stays on alert. He travels
and trades among Asian countries, especially in China. He spends lots of time on the sea,
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where the living environment is tough. He believes the myth of Dragon God from Chinese
Taoist culture. He lives luxuriously and has the hobby of collecting Chinese antiques. The
following form shows how each characteristic is presented by visual cultural elements, as shown
in Fig. 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Each Characteristic Presented by Corresponding Visual Cultural Elements
The differences between the base character and the fused character are all focusing on costume
designs and props designs.
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The following picture shows the final visual effect of the fused character, as shown in Fig. 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Final Visual Effect of the English Pirate
 Fusion Process
I respectively analyzed the visual cultural fusion design process of each costume element of the
fused pirate, using the visual cultural fusion principles to explain the reasons and methods of
the fusion.
• The Tricorn
I retained the tricorn of the base character in the fused character design. After analyzing the
four factors of the tricorn, I think it is an effective element to present the character’s identity
as a dignified pirate captain and his tough living environment on the sea.
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The meaning of the tricorn:
Tricorn is a hat that was originated in Spain and was popular during the 18th century in
Europe, worn by the aristocracies, civilians, soldiers especially worn by sailors and pirates
[Bowling 2010]. The sides of the hat and back were pinned up, forming three triangles. This
is a practical feature particularly when it is rains at sea, the turned-up brims formed gutters
that directed rainwater away from the wearer’s face, that is why it was worn by pirates at that
time [Bowling 2010]. I think tricorn is fit for presenting a pirate identity and pirate’s tough
living environment on the sea.
The shape of the tricorn:
For pirates, a tricorn is also is a cue of person’s rank by changing the size of a tricorne, a large
tricorn would be worn by a captain [Bowling 2010]. I wanted to use a large size tricorn to
present his identity as a dignified pirate captain, so I revised its original shape, exaggerating
the brims to be larger, especially for the front turned-up brim. Also, triangle can generate
sense of stable [Barton 2013], I made the shape of the tricorn looks like a triangle when looking
the character from the front, generating a sense of steady, making the pirate looks greater and
more stocky, emphasizing his dignified image with majesty.
The color palette of the tricorn:
A tricorn’s texture is another cue of a pirate’s rank, artificial leather were expensive and only
worn by people who has high social status during 18th century [Bowling 2010]. Tricorns with
leather texture are durable in the tough sea environment [Bowling 2010]. Usually tricorn are
dark colors, which is consistent with dirty sea environment. I used a dark grey artificial leather
image as the texture to imply he lives a wealthy life, coincide with dirty sea environment and
generate a sense of solemn and majesty as well.
The influence of the tricorn:
Tricorns are often applied in pirate designs in art works, it has been a stereotypical symbol
for designing a pirate image and a easy-recognizable symbol to audiences [Bowling 2010], so I
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want to effectively show his pirate identity by using tricorn.
For the tricorn, I have taken the symbolic and functional meaning, shape, color palette and into
consideration, all factors are fit for presenting the character’s identity as a dignified captain
and his living environment, so I retained the tricorn element.
Extra details on the tricorn:
For the edge and buttons on the tricorn, I replaced the original leather texture with golden
thread texture. Both in China and England, golden yellow represents high social status or the
rich people, especially used by royal families and nobility [Perkins 1998]. The golden thread
brim is to emphasize his identity and his rich life. I also replaced one button with an auspicious
cloud decorative button, implying he wants to be blessed.
• The Dragon Head Symbol
I replaced the skull-and-crossbones symbol with the dragon head symbol. By analyzing the four
factors of the skull-and-crossbones symbol and the dragon head symbol, I think the dragon
head symbol is an effective element to present the fused character’s spiritual belief and his
dignified identity.
The meaning of the skull-and-crossbones symbol and the dragon head symbol:
There’s a skull-and-crossbones symbol on the base character’s tricorn. In pirate history, it is
generally used as a warning of danger and death, scaring people and enemies [Carr 2013]. In
the real pirate history, the skull-and-crossbones symbol usually were on flags, pirates rarely put
this symbol on their tricorn [Carr 2013]. While in artistic works, such as movies, animations
and comics, the skull-and-crossbones symbol is designed as a badge and often put on the
characters’ tricorn to emphasize their identity [Researcher 2011]. The symbol is not only
skull-and-crossbones, it also is varies depends on pirate himself, and it is also a symbol that
can tell the spiritual belief of the pirate or pirate group [Carr 2013]. Based on this description,
I want to use the dragon head symbol to present my character’s spiritual belief that he believes
the myth of the Dragon King from Chinese Taoist culture. He wants blessings from the Dragon
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King. I also want to use the dragon head symbol to emphasize his dignified identity as a chief,
so I replaced the skull-and-crossbones symbol with dragon head symbol.
Firstly, the dragon head symbolizes the Dragon King, which is the deity of the Sea in Chinese
Taoist and Buddhism mythology [Guru 2015]. The Dragon King is the god controls weather,
worshiped by Chinese fishermen [E. Wong and Chong 2012]. Lots of sailors and seamen put
dragon head on the front of their boats, hoping to get the Dragon King’s blessing. Secondly,
dragon head is a symbol of emperor and very high status in China [E. Wong and Chong 2012],
so I think the dragon head symbol is fit for presenting the character’s spiritual belief and his
dignified identity.
The shape of the skull-and-crossbones symbol and the dragon head symbol:
Originally, the shape of skull-and-crossbones symbol depicts human bones, which is used to
scare people, implying warning of danger and death [Carr 2013]. While a Chinese dragon head
is based on an imaginary mythical creature, it has bizarre-looking antennas, sharp fangs, which
can scare people and implies its majesty as a deity [Bates 2007]. I want to use the shape of
dragon head symbol to present the character’s dignified image. I designed the dragon head
based on dragon sculptures on Nine Dragon Wall in Forbidden City, as shown in Fig. 5.4. The
dragon sculptures are on carved the wall and are relatively flat [Perkins 1998], I think they are
fit for making as a badge-like design. I chosen one dragons’ head as my reference, as shown in
Fig. 5.5, this is the only dragon that carved from the front view, providing me a good reference.
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Figure 5.4: Nine Dragon Wall
Figure 5.5: The Dragon on Nine Dragon Wall
I designed the the dragon head looks more ferocious by enlarging the brow ridge, the cheekbones
and the dragon thorns, adding frown lines and wrinkles on nose, making it look more scary
and imposing. In this way, the dragon head symbol not only presents the character’s dignified
image but also shows the same function of skull-and-crossbones symbol of scaring people.
The color palette of the skull-and-crossbones symbol and the dragon head symbol:
Skull-and-crossbones symbol are usually white or light grey, which are the color of human
bones, implying the danger and death [Carr 2013]. While Chinese dragons could be red, yellow
and azure [Bates 2007], red dragons are related to auspicious blessing and Spring Festival;
azure dragon is an auspicious symbol representing the tutelary deity that blesses the East;
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yellow dragons are related to emperor, high status and the riches [Perkins 1998], so I used
golden texture to present the character’s dignified image and his rich life. By removing black
eyes, adding dark stains to depict gold plating galling and enhance the head structure, the
dragon head symbol looks more ferocious, as shown in Fig. 5.6. In this way, the dragon head
symbol not only presents the character’s dignified image but also shows the same function of
skull-and-crossbones symbol of scaring people.
Figure 5.6: The Dragon Head Symbol on the Tricorn
The influence of the skull-and-crossbones symbol and the dragon head symbol:
The skull-and-crossbones symbol is a easily-recognizable symbol for audience to identify a
pirate’s image [Researcher 2011]. While the dragon head symbol is a easily-recognizable symbol
to show the character’s connections with Chinese cultural [Bates 2007], so I used the dragon
head symbol to show the character’s spiritual belief and dignified image rather than showing
a image of pirate.
For the dragon head symbol, I have taken the symbolic meaning, shape, color palette and
influence into consideration. Compared with the skull-and-crossbones symbol, the four factors
of the dragon head symbol are more fit for presenting the character’s spiritual belief and his
dignified identity, so I replaced the original skull-and-crossbones symbol with the dragon head
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symbol.
Extra details added on the dragon head symbol:
I also added two types of auspicious cloud pattern designs around the dragon head for dec-
orative purpose with the blessing meaning within the patterns, as shown in Fig. 5.7. The
auspicious cloud patterns are symbols of blessing and well-being, which could be applied in
design of costumes, sculptures and art crafts [E. Wong and Chong 2012]. I used the patterns
here to make the dragon head look like a badge and look more flat, which is easy to fix on the
hat.
Figure 5.7: Auspicious Cloud Patterns
• The Eye-patch
I retained the eye-patch element of the base character in the fused character design. After
analyzing the four factors of the eye-patch, I think it is an effective element to present the
character’s identity as a cautious pirate.
The meaning and the influence of the eye-patch:
The base character wears an eye-patch, it is a typical symbol that depicts a pirate in pirate
stereotype, which was common in fictions and was popularized by the novel Treasure Island
[Eidam 2012]. One statement supposes that pirates wore a patch over one of their eyes to
adjust that eye to darkness quickly in preparation for battle or emergencies [Porterfield 2004].
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With the eye-patch, when the pirate suddenly goes below deck, he can immediately adjust to
darkness by removing the eye-patch [Porterfield 2004].
Actually the ideas of eye-pact are plausible, “this tactic does not appear in any naval combat
manual or historical account of the era [Porterfield 2004];” the eye patch symbol is not a typical
cultural symbol from any existing pirate in pirate history [Porterfield 2004]. It is a symbol
that comes from fiction and has been used in many movies and some animations, which makes
the eye-patch a easily-recognizable symbol for audiences to identify a pirate’s image [Eidam
2012]. I think the eye-patch is an effective element to show his pirate identity; also implying
the pirate is a cautious person who always stays on alert.
The shape of the eye-patch makes the eye area look like a hole, which implies the connection
with skull and danger [Researcher 2011], making the pirate looks more intimidating.
The color palette of the eye-patch:
I think eye-patch symbol is strong enough to present my idea with the original color, so I
retained the original design and did not add extra patterns design on the eye-patch. The
texture is black leather, which could imply danger.
For the eye-patch, I mainly have taken its symbolic and functional meaning and influence into
consideration, they are fit for presenting the character’s identity as a cautious pirate, so I
retained the eye-patch element.
• The Tunic Suit
I replaced the justacorps with the Chinese tunic suit. By analyzing the important factors of
the justacorps and the Chinese tunic suit, I think the Chinese tunic suit is an effective element
to present the fused character’s dignified identity as a pirate chief and imply his life experience
in China.
The meaning of the justacorps and the Chinese tunic suit:
The base character wears justacorps, which is a long, knee-length coat with turn-back cuffs
and two rows of buttons, worn by men in the latter half of the 17th century, and throughout
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the 18th century [Condra 2007]. It originated in French then was introduced in England [43],
worn primarily by aristocratic, wealthy men [Condra 2007]. I think the justacorps is fit for
pirates’ living environment, his rich life and dignified identity, but it lacks of connection with
Chinese culture. So finally I used Chinese tunic suit to indicate his life experience in China.
A Chinese tunic suit is a cultural-fused costume element, which combined Western and Eastern
fashions [Garrett 2008]. After the Republic was founded in 1912 in China, Chinese changshan
became unpopular among the elite and led to the development of Chinese tunic suit [Garrett
2008]. It combines the cheongsam and the Western style dress, features British Army uniform
basic shape, Mandarin collar elements, breasted button elements and four outside pockets
[Garrett 2008]. After the foundation of new China, all the leaders wear the tunic suit in some
formal diplomatic occasions; it has become a symbol of Chinese culture [Garrett 2008]. It
both fit for formal and casual occasions and was also popular among civilians [Garrett 2008].
I think Chinese tunic suit is fit for indicating the pirate’s life experience in China. Besides, it
is a symbol of power and shows majesty [Garrett 2008], which presents the pirate’s dignified
image. It is a comfortable civilian clothes, the fabric keeps warm, and the succinct design
is convenient for pirates’ tough living environment. It also implies conservative and cautious
personalities of Chinese with the Mandarin collar design [Garrett 2008], which could imply the
cautious personality of the pirate.
The color palette of the justacorps and the Chinese tunic suit:
The justacorps of the base character is made of dark brown velvet, which is fit for presenting
wealthy life and dignified image, but I think the velvet fabric is fragile in sea environment. The
fabric of Chinese tunic suit could be wool, gabardine, melton and navy linen [Garrett 2008].
These fabrics are characterized by thick material, smooth and soft on the surface. For the
color palette, I selected dark gray wool gabardine textile. Compared with the velvet fabric, I
think the thick and glossy gabardine texture can better presents his dignified image and tough
living environment.
For the Chinese tunic suit, I have taken the symbolic and functional meaning and color palette
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into consideration. Compared with the justacorps, I think the Chinese tunic suit is an effective
element to present the pirate’s dignified image and his life experience in China. So I replaced
the justacorps with Chinese tunic suit.
• The Patterns on the Tunic Suit
There is no pattern on the justacorps, I added golden Chinese dragon embroidery patterns on
the tunic suit to present the pirate’s dignified identity and imply his life experience in China.
Since the patterns are special, I considered the patterns as one separate cultural element that
included in the tunic suit, using the principles to analyze the important factors of the patterns.
The meaning of the dragon embroidery patterns:
In ancient China, people use dragon embroidery to show high social status and rich living
conditions, such as emperor, officials and wealthy men [Bates 2007]. Dragon patterns also
mean good luck and well-being [Bates 2007], which can present the pirate’s dignified identity
and spiritual belief.
The shape of the dragon embroidery patterns:
The shape of patterns shows the dragon hovering on clothes, which looks imposing, emphasizing
the dignified image with majesty.
The color palette of the dragon embroidery patterns:
Golden color palette represents power and luxury [Perkins 1998]. With the golden lines, the
dragon embroidery shows majesty and luxury life of the pirate.
The influence of the dragon embroidery patterns:
Chinese dragon patterns are typical symbols of China [Bates 2007]; this symbol shows the
character’s connection with Chinese culture.
For the patterns, I have taken the symbolic meaning, shape, color palette and influence into
consideration. All factors are fit for presenting the pirate dignified identity, rich life and
implying life experience in China. So I added the patterns on the tunic suit.
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Extra details revised and added on the Chinese tunic suit:
I removed the four pockets of the tunic suit. I think they prevent me from adding more
patterns; the pockets prevent me from adding pistol elements on the tunic suit; also, the four
pockets represent the Four Virtues: Proprietary, Justice, Honesty, and Shame [Garrett 2008],
which has no connection of my character design.
I added shoulder mark design. Shoulder mark is a flat cloth sleeve worn on the shoulder strap
of a uniform. It usually has unified particular style to show a particular position of army rank
[Foster 2013]. I only want to use the shape of the shoulder mark design to make the pirate
look more imposing rather than showing his position or army rank. So I did not directly apply
this element. I put the shoulder mark design near side of the collar, which is opposite to its
regular position. I slightly curled up one side of the cloth. Its texture is the same textile of
tunic suit; its edge is made of golden thread texture. There are dragon patterns auspicious
cloud patterns on it, which serve as decorations and coincide overall style.
Usually the buttons of tunic suits are ordinary plastic four holes buttons [Garrett 2008]. I
replaced button with copper buttons, added dragon head patterns for decorative purpose,
showing his luxurious life style and coincide overall design.
I replaced the justacorps, but I kept the turn-back cuff design of the justacorps. This design
is used for keeping warm, serving as decorations [Condra 2007], which could imply sense of
capability and confidence.
The lower hem of tunic suits are usually down to thigh [Garrett 2008]. Since my character is
very fat, I think he will look obese and sloppy with the original lower hem design. Although
he is fat, I still want the body and costume design to be neat and refined, so I revised the
lower hem up to waist, covered in the pants, using a belt to make the tunic suit fitted.
• The Pistols
After analyzing important factors of the pistol element, I retained six queen Anne flintlock
pistols to present the pirate’s identity as an English pirate and imply his cautious personality.
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The meaning and color palette of Queen Anne flintlock pistol:
Queen Anne pistols possibly first made in England and came in fashion in England during the
reign of Anne, Queen of Great Britain [Rhodes 2016]. They feature small and portable size,
known as coat pocket pistols or coat pistols, easy to conceal on one’s person [Rhodes 2016]. Its
portable size makes it possible to carry six Anne pistols. I designed the pistol based on Queen
Anne pistol, the barrel are made from brass. In order to distinguish the barrels with dragon
patterns on the suit, I used red brass for barrels’ texture. The grip texture is ordinary wood.
For the pistols, I mainly have taken the symbolic and functional meaning into consideration,
I retained the six Queen Anne flintlock pistols to present the pirate’s identity as an English
pirate and imply his cautious personality. He carries many pistols to defend himself, scaring
others as well.
• The Short Straps
I retained six short straps, I mainly have taken their functional meaning into consideration.
The short straps do not represent specific cultural meaning; they only serve as holsters. I
designed the straps based on the strap design of a portrayal of Edward Teach, as shown in
Fig. 5.8. Instead of wearing a holster, Edward Teach wears a coat that has six cotton straps
sewed on it holding pistols [Rhodes 2016]. I think a holster will make the fused character look
clumsy since he’s fat and has a big belly. So I used the cleverish design of the straps. I did not
directly use the sewed cotton straps because they do not coincide the overall luxurious style
of my character. So I used copper snap fasteners to add more metal decorations. The texture
of straps are the same as the textile of the tunic suit, the texture of the snap fasteners are
copper.
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Figure 5.8: The Portrayal of Edward Teach
• The Gloves
I retained leather gloves in the fused character. I mainly have taken their functional meaning
into consideration. The gloves are not as special cultural elements here, I used them to imply
the tough living environment; the character is a little bit exquisite and fussy, he does not want
to touch dirty seawater but he need to steer the ship. I retained the leather texture and added
texture of scratches and stains to implies tough living environment.
• The Baoding Balls
I added two Baoding Balls to the fused character, taking their functional meaning into consid-
eration. Baoding Balls are also known as Chinese exercise balls and Chinese meditation balls
[Chetwynd 2011]. They are traditional folk art crafts originated in Ming dynasty in Baoding
China. By rotating two or more balls repeatedly in the hand, which can get hand exercised,
improving finger dexterity and relaxing the hand [Chetwynd 2011]. So they are popular among
middle-aged and old people, they can be made from iron, jade and marble [Chetwynd 2011].
I used Baoding balls to present his hobby of collecting antiques and his rich life, implying he
might have trade in China. He plays Baoding balls to keep calm while stays on alert when he is
thinking or steering the ship. For their color palette, I used a blue marble image with painted
dragon patterns and auspicious cloud patterns as their texture. These patterns are Chinese
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auspicious patterns [Chetwynd 2011], showing sense of luxury and his wishes for well-being.
• The Staff
I added a wood knot staff to the fused character. I have taken both the symbolic and functional
meaning into consideration. Staffs are tools usually used by the elderly. In Chinese culture, it
not only used to help for walking, but also can be made into a wood art craft, which represent
power, high status and longevity [E. Wong and Chong 2012]. For example, Shou Xing, the god
of longevity, carries a long knotted staff, which represents longevity and well-being [E. Wong
and Chong 2012]. Tudiogng, the tutelary deities of land, carries a wooden staff, which is a
kind of scepter, representing power and well-being [Dell’Orto 2013]. I designed the staff based
on wood knot staffs. I added a jade ball on the top, making it look like an antique. I want
to use the antique wood knot staff to present his age range, his hobby of collecting Chinese
antiques, showing his identity as dignified chief. The color palette shows original texture of
jade and old wood.
• The Belt
I added the leather belt element to the fused character. I mainly have taken its functional
meaning into consideration. The belt is not as a special cultural element and used to tighten
the pants waist. It is designed based on ordinary belts; I only revised it fit for his belly.
Although the character is fat, I want his body look neat and powerful, rather than clumsy.
Another purpose of the belt is to hold the jade pendant. The color palette of the belt coincides
the overall dark color. I used brown leather texture, added stitches for more details.
• The Jade Pendant
I added a jade pendant element to the fused character. I mainly have taken the symbolic
meaning into consideration. Jades have long history in China. Jade have been carved into
pendant from Han dynasty then have become popular in ancient China [Davis 2010]. Jade
pendants are the symbols of dignity, high social status and well-being [Davis 2010]. So I used
the jade pendant to present his hobby of collecting antiques, his identity as a dignified chief
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and his rich life. It is designed based on a jade pendant in Han dynasty. The carved patterns
of the pendant are based on Azure Dragon symbol. Since the pattern is special, I considered
it as a separate element and analyzed it in the next part. I used light greenish white jade as
the texture. It is not the most precious jade, but I think the color looks harmonious with his
dark red pants.
• The Patterns on the Jade Pendant
I mainly have taken the symbolic meaning of Azure Dragon symbol into consideration. The
Azure Dragon is one of the Four Symbols of the Chinese constellations. It represents the
tutelary deity of East China Sea and the spring [Bates 2007]. Azure Dragon is not the same
figure as Chines emperor dragon or the Dragon King, it is an auspicious symbol that blesses
the East China Sea [Bates 2007]. So I used Azure Dragon symbol to present the pirate’s wishes
for blessing on the sea.
Extra details added on the jade pendant:
The pendant hangs with red silk threads, and I added several jade beads and a wood dead for
decorations, which are all based on traditional Chinese jade pendant design [Davis 2010].
• The Pants
I retained the breeches element, only revised the waist part of the breeches. I mainly have
taken the symbolic and functional meaning into consideration. Breeches are a type of pants
that covers the body from the waist down, usually stopping just below the knee [Konstam and
McBride 1998], worn by men from the later 16th century to the early 19th century in Europe
[Konstam and McBride 1998]. Breeches could be worn with knee-length Cavalier boots, which
are very practical especially when it is raining at sea. They are the common everyday wears
for pirates and seamen [Konstam and McBride 1998]. I think it is fit for presenting pirates’
identity and living environment. So I retained the breeches. The base breeches are made
of black velvet. I think velvet fabric is fit for presenting the pirate’s wealthy life, but it is
fragile for sea environment. Finally I replaced the black velvet with dark red corduroy textile.
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Corduroy and velvet are fabrics that have soft and glossy surface and show sense of luxury
[Shaeffer 2003], while corduroy are more durable [Shaeffer 2003]. I think corduroy fabric is
more fit for tough living environment. I think dark red color could add some variations to the
overall dark color palette and coincides with overall style.
Extra details added on the breeches:
I revised the double-row buttons on the base pants’ waist. My character has big belly, while
I designed the pants’ waist relatively lower to his belly, which can not hold his belly by just
using the double-row buttons. So I replaced the buttons with belt loops. The pants look neat
and succinct with the belt tightened. While it is said the there’s no belt loops on pants until
late 1880’s [Stamper and Condra 2010], which makes the pants look modernized.
• The Boot
I retained the Cavalier boots of the base character, only revised the fold-over cuffs of the
Cavalier boots. I mainly have taken the functional meaning into consideration. Cavalier boots
were popular in Europe between approximately 1500-1700 AD [DeMello 2009]. They are soft
knee-high leather boots and are often associated with pirates. These tall boots were prized by
helmsmen and naval officers as they provided excellent protection from rain and spray [DeMello
2009]. I think Cavalier boots are fit for pirate living environment. Some Cavalier boots have
large fold-over cuffs, which seem better for keeping rain off. While I think it might make the
pirate look clumsy, so I made small fold-over cuffs. I did not add extra design on the boots,
used dirty dark leather texture to show tough living environment.
 Evaluation of the Pirate Section
I made a short animation to show how his overall visual design look when he is in motion,
especially how he uses the Baoding balls and the pistols in his daily life. The animation shows,
in a cloudy day, the pirate is standing on the deck staring at the front, steering the ship and
rotating his Baoding balls. There are seagulls squawking and flying around. He always stays
on alert and watches out what’s going on around. Suddenly, he notices there’s a crow flying
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toward him and seems to intend to attack him, he immediately pulled out his pistol and killed
that crow. In this animation, I mainly wanted to show parts of the pirate’s daily life, such as
steering the ship. The pirate is always very cautious, always plays his the Baoding ball, which
is a healthy hand exercise and makes him stay on alert. The animation shows the convenient
usage of the pistol and the pistol strap holder, this design makes sure that he can immediately
fight and defend himself in anytime.
Compared to the static image, I think the animation shows the usage and purpose of the design
of Baoding balls, pistols and pistol strap holder. I think his overall costume design is fit for
the living environment when the pirate is in motion. His tunic suit and tricorn are fit for the
tough environment on the sea. The dragon patterns and the dragon head symbol present his
identity as a dignified chief and his connection with Chinese culture, implying his spiritual
belief. I did not show the usage of the staff and the jade pendant in the animation, which
could be future study. The staff could show his identity as a chief, he often use the staff to
order other pirates to work for him. He can walk in an imposing manner by using the staff.
The jade pendant is covered by the helm. It will sway when the pirate walks, generating sense
of grace, which enhance his dignified image, this also could be the future study.
Extra details: The ship model in the scene design is from free model website; I only made the
helm model for scene design; the background of the sky and the sea are rendered based on an
image.
 Summary of the Pirate Section
The visual cultural fusion design process of the pirate is intend to show a cultural-fused life
experience, I think I basically present a pirate who is a dignified English pirate chief and has
Chinese life background. He looks like a pirate from 18th century, but some of his costume
elements are appeared later than 18th century, such as Chinese tunic suit, belt loops and
snap fasteners. Finally I did not specify the time range of his background. I do not want
to let audiences misunderstand the real history of these costume elements. I think that is
why animation characters sometimes live in a vague space-time with the visual cultural fusion
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design.
5.2 The Tribal Prince
 Initial Designs of the Second Character
After designing the pirate, I do not want to make a similar character as the pirate, which
is using visual cultural fusion to imply his cultural-fused life background. In order to get
inspirations, I looked at some character designs of other artists and some typical national
costumes. During this process, I found the juxtaposition of elements is very helpful to develop
new characters. I have chosen my favorite parts of the existing characters and some ethic
costume elements, combing them together to build my own characters. For example, here are
two versions of my initial designs of the second character, as shown in Fig. 5.9.The left one is a
combination of Rus viking, American Indian and Chinese minority national elements; the right
one is a combination of Chinese minority national, Shamanism, Indian religious, Rus viking
elements, and American Indian elements.
Figure 5.9: Initial Designs of the Second Character
• Juxtaposition
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Juxtaposition is a helpful approach to create new characters. The juxtaposition process does
not include many concepts; there are no rules for juxtaposing elements. It is a process of ran-
domly putting elements together depending on individual aesthetic preference. When I deeply
think about these characters, each of concept arts may have inappropriate and unreasonable
parts. For animation characters, those unreasonable parts could define characters, making
characters special, but for visual cultural fusion design process, I think the fusion should be
more reasonable and include more deep thoughts. The juxtaposition is a creative process but
not the end step of visual cultural fusion design process.
Inspired by the juxtaposed version of the second character, I decided to design a character that
is tribal prince and a shaman; he lives in a fictional place that has similar climate of Arabian
region. According to these new ideas, I further developed his background.
 Further Development of the Tribal Prince
• The Base Character
The character is designed based on Ali Baba and Aladdin, which are two famous youth images
from ancient Arabian folklore. The base character is an ordinary ancient Arabian teenager.
He wears a white turban, a white Persian vest, white cummerbund, white harem pants with
and cream-colored Juttis. There’s no special decorative pattern design on the clothes. His
costume design and overall color palette are mainly to show his living environment and his
identity as an ordinary teenager.
• The Fused Character
The fused character is a young tribal prince who is about 14-15 years old. He is required to
be a shaman and learn shaman rituals and activities. Besides, he is a little bit rebellious. He
lives in a fictional primitive place with subtropical semi-arid climate, there are relatively high
temperature and less rainfall all the year round, but the climate is not as extreme as tropical
arid climate in Arabian regions. Sometimes it is windy and dusty here. The following form
shows how each characteristic is presented by visual cultural elements, as shown in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Each Characteristic Presented by Corresponding Visual Cultural Elements
The differences between the base character and the fused character are all focusing on costume
designs and props designs.
The following picture shows the final visual effect of the fused character, as shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Final Visual Effect of the Tribal Prince
 Fusion Process
I respectively analyzed the visual cultural fusion design process of each costume element of the
fused pirate, using the visual cultural fusion principles to explain the reasons and methods of
the fusion.
• The Shaman Headdress
I replaced the turban element with the antler headdress element. By analyzing the important
factors of the turban element and the antler headdress element, I think the antler headdress
is an effective element to present the fused character’s identity as a shaman.
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The meaning of the turban element and the antler symbol element:
The base character wears a turban, it is a typical costume mainly in Arabian regions and south
Asia; it represents Islamism and Sikhism in Arabian regions [Sanneh 1997]. It is a production
that fits for the extreme hot and dry climate in Arabian area, protecting head from strong
sunlight and sand blowing [Sanneh 1997]. I think it is suitable to present the fused character’s
living environment, but it is not relevant to show his spirit believe and identity. So I did
not use this element in the traditional way, I will discuss the turban element in the scarf
section. I replaced the turban element with deer antler headdress element in order to present
the character’s identity as a shaman.
Antler symbol means wisdom and power in shaman culture, because antlers grow by time
and the shape looks like roots, which represents the accumulated wisdom; antlers have been
used to make staff, which represents leadership [Issitt and Main 2014]. I think antler element
could imply the fused character’s identity as a tribal leader. Shamans need to summon the
power of nature spirits. In order to connect the nature spirits, shaman outfits are made from
natural objects, such as antlers, fur and teeth of animals [Walter and Fridman 2004]. Tungus
shamans consider reindeer as most spiritual animal, they represent swift, vigilant, intelligent
and power, their antlers are used to make shaman headdress [Walter and Fridman 2004], as
shown in Fig. 5.12.
Figure 5.12: The Reindeer Headdress of Tungus Shamans
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Besides, in Northern Europe, Native American Indian and East Asia, antler symbol also rep-
resents instinctual energy and regeneration, which stems from the antlers being shed and
re-grown each year. It is a propitious symbol for primitive societies [Issitt and Main 2014]. I
think the antler element fits for presenting the character’s identity as a primitive tribal prince
and a shaman. I designed the headdress based on the Tungus shaman image and the shaman
headdress structure of Oroqen nationality, as shown in Fig. 5.13. The headdress has a cross-
ing structure that is made of cotton cloth, and the antler is fixed by wrapped cotton cloth,
coinciding with primitive tribal style.
Figure 5.13: Shaman Headdress of Tungus and Oroqen Nationality
The shape of the antler headdress element:
The shape of antler headdress can bring shamans closer to the sky, making them sacred [53].
Also, its shape looks like the image of hands holding up, as shown in Fig. 5.14, implying
vitality, power and hope. I think it is fit for presenting identity as primitive prince.
Figure 5.14: Hands Holding Up
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The color palette of the antler headdress element:
In order to present the character’s living environment, I did not chose reindeer antler as
design reference. There’s no deer reference in Arabian area, so I selected deer in temperate
or sub/tropical regions, which are relevant to the character’s living environment. I think Sika
deer and Sambar deer are both suitable. Finally I used Sika deer antler as reference because it
has more delicate and nicer shape. It has four forked antlers and not as huge as the reindeer
antler. I made the texture and color palette of the headdress based on Sika deer antler and
cotton fabric, showing the primitive sense.
The influence of the antler headdress element:
The antler symbol is an easily identifiable symbol that has connections with spirits [Issitt
and Main 2014]. Beside of its propitious meanings, it also can present devil images, such as
Wendigo, but in this case the antlers usually have more creepy shape and dark color palette
[Issitt and Main 2014]. Usually, it is a symbol to show a character’s special connections with
spirits and nature, I think the antler symbol is fit for presenting an image of a primitive
shaman.
For the antler headdress, I have taken the meaning, shape, color palette and influence in
consideration, all factors are fit for presenting a image of primitive tribal shaman and prince,
so I replaced the turban element with the antler headdress element.
Extra details added on the antler headdress:
I added several turquoise beads on the headdress. They are not obvious, only serving as
decorations that coincide with the crown design and other jewelry designs, which I will discuss
in the following sections. All jewelry designs are to enhance his identity as primitive prince.
• The Lotus-shaped Design
I added a lotus-shaped design as crown on the headdress part, in order to show the fused
character’s identity as a prince. Initially I used different types of crowns as reference, but most
of them are precious and machinery well crafted. For example, imperial England crown and
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Danish royal crown are not fit for presenting primitive tribal prince. Also, since the character
already has antler headdress, he can not wear a typical crown at the same time. In order to
show the character’s identity as a primitive prince, I designed a crown based a Indian Buddhism
lotus symbol and the crown element, as shown in Fig. 5.15. This design is not actually a crown,
but a design that works as a crown. By analyzing the four factors of the lotus symbol and the
crown element, I think this design fits for presenting an image of a tribal prince.
Figure 5.15: The Front and Side View of the Lotus-shaped Design
• Juxtaposition
The meaning of the crown element and lotus symbol:
A crown the traditional symbolic form of headgear worn by a monarch or by a deity, it repre-
sents power, royalty, triumph, honor and glory [Rapelli 2011]. A crown is fit for presenting a
prince’s image, but usually the crown is full of sense of luxury and relates to palace life, which
conflicts with the prince’s primitive tribal living environment. I want to use the lotus symbol
to present the image of a tribal prince.
The lotus flower is one of the Ashtamangala of Buddhism, representative of dignity and "pri-
mordial purity" [Issitt and Main 2014]. A lotus is a pure and sacred symbol in Indian Buddhist
symbolism. It is common that many Asian deities are depicted seated on a lotus flower [Issitt
and Main 2014]. I think it is suitable to use meaning of lotus symbol to show noble identity,
and lotus symbol is full of sense of nature, which fits for presenting primitive tribal life.
The shape the crown element and lotus symbol:
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The shape of a typical imperial crown is complex and full of luxurious sense, which is not fit
for presenting primitive tribal life. While the shape of blooming lotus symbol is similar with
the shape of a simplified version of the front view of a crown, as shown in Fig. 5.16. I think it
is fit for indicating the character as a prince.
Figure 5.16: The Lotus Symbol and the Crown Symbol
The color palette of the crown element and lotus symbol:
For the color palette, initially I tested wood and jade texture. I think those texture could
effectively indicate primitive sense, but I found it looks more like a head ornament than a
crown. The wood or jade texture is not as strong as golden texture to show prince identity.
Finally I kept the golden color palette of a crown.
The influence of the crown element and lotus symbol:
Generally, the lotus symbol can show sense of nature, and connection with noble identity [Issitt
and Main 2014], but it is not an effective symbol to show a prince’s image as a crown. The
typical crowns are influential among the world, they are easily identifiable symbols relying on
certain shape and color palette, so I designed lotus crown based on the similar shape and color
of a crown symbol. In this way, the golden color palette and crown-like shape emphasizes this
design’s function as a crown.
Extra details added on the lotus-shaped design symbol:
I also made some small designs of lotus petals and added turquoise beads on the crown to
represent lotus seeds, serving as decorations. I chose turquoise beads, because turquoises
are propitious symbols and common in ornaments in Africa, Native American and Chinese
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minority national cultures [Beer 2003]. They are fit for presenting primitivism. I used the
symbolic meaning of turquoise jewelry here. I will speak of the turquoise bead elements in
detail in the following sections.
Summary of the lotus-shaped design section:
Actually, the lotus-shape design includes twice fusion process. Firstly I used the base charac-
ter’s headdress part as a base element, I wanted to add a crown element to show image of a
prince, but the crown does not fit for presenting primitivism. Then I used the crown element
as a base element, replaced the crown element with lotus symbol element by using its meaning
and shape. The special part is that I did not completely replace all the factors of the crown
element. I retained the crown’s typical golden color, so the lotus-shaped design finally includes
factors both of lotus symbol and crown element. In this way, I achieved a deeper fusion and a
new visual cultural element.
• The Face Paint
I added face paint to present the fused character’s tribal primitivism.
The meaning and shape of the face paint patterns:
The face paint of dots patterns around eyes are inspired by African tribal face paint, these
patterns could be used for camouflage or scaring enemies [K. Groning and Groning 2001].
The triangle patterns are inspired by the face paint of San in Princess Mononoke, they are
another type of face paint used in African tribal war, meaning morale and scaring enemies
[K. Groning and Groning 2001].
The color palette of the face paint patterns:
The dot patterns are turquoise green, showing loyalty and dignity [55]. The triangle patterns
are red, showing bravery, positive force and courage of the character [Jennings 2003]. These
colors also coincide the overall color palette.
The influence of face paint patterns:
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Primitive tribal face paint are traditions in African tribes and Native American tribes, they
are typical symbols to show primitive tribal style [K. Groning and Groning 2001].
For the face paint part, I taken the meaning, shape, color palette and in consideration, all
factors are fit for presenting the character’s tribal primitivism, so I added the face paint.
• The Scarf
I added keffiyeh element to present the fused character’s relevant living environment. After
considering the four factors of keffyeh element, I made several revisions of this element, and
then applied it in the fused character.
The meaning of the keffiyeh element:
Keffiyeh is also known as Arabian square scarf, it is commonly found in arid regions as it
provides protection from sunburn, dust and sand [Chico 2013]. It represents different nation-
alities or spiritual beliefs in Arabian area, depending on the patterns of scarf and the way
of wearing it [Chico 2013]. I think keffiyeh can present the fused character’s arid and windy
living environment, but both the patterns and the wearing style of keffiyeh strongly imply
connections with exact geographical positions and religions in Arabian region. This conflicts
with my character’s background since my character is shaman who lives in a fictional place.
So I still retain this element but remove the irrelevant implications included in this element,
by changing its shape (depending on the way of wearing it) and its color palette (depending
on the patterns and color on it).
The shape of the keffiyeh element:
There are several ways of wearing it, depending on different areas and different spiritual beliefs
of the wearers, such as turban, agal, and tagelmust [Chico 2013]. These are strong symbols of
Islam and Sikhism [Chico 2013], so I changed its wearing style, and use keffiyeh element here
as the way cowboy scarf works, as shown in Fig. 5.17. In this way, I think it still can present
his living environment, which is arid, dusty and windy.
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Figure 5.17: The Cowboy Scarf
The color palette of the keffiyeh element:
The pattern and color palette of keffiyeh are strong symbols of spiritual belief or geographic
positions [Chico 2013]. For example, the black and white checkered keffiyeh has become a
symbol of Palestinian nationalism, while a piece of white cloth made of cotton mild, usually
worn in western Iraq and by the Arabs of the Persian Gulf states [Chico 2013]. These all
conflict with the character’s setting. Also, the white plaid, fishnet patterns look too modern,
lacking of sense of primitive tribe.
Finally I chosen the patterns from a West African gown textile which is made by Mandé people,
as shown in Fig. 5.18.
Figure 5.18: The Scarf of the Tribal Prince
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The West African indigo-dyed cloth is full of sense of primitive tribe, representing wealth and
prosperity, loyalty and spirituality [Gillow 2016], which coinciding the character’s identity and
living environment. While light yellow ocher stripe patterns are made of natural earth pigment
[Jennings 2003], which is consistent with sandy environment. I used the stripe patterns here
mainly to show primitivism and for decorative purpose, it might be used as camouflage patterns
to confuse beasts in primitive wild field.
The influence of the keffiyeh element
Keffiyeh element is a strong and easily identifiable symbol to show Arabian cultures, its image
is defined by the color palette and shape. By changing the original color palette and wearing
style, it can present a hot, arid and sandy living environment without the implication of
Arabian cultures.
Extra details added on the scarf:
I added some light yellow ocher scarf fringes for decorative purpose, coinciding with overall
primitivism.
Summary of the scarf section:
The scarf deisng process actually includes twice fusion. I firstly added the keffiyeh element to
the base character, I found it is not fit for the character’s setting, then I used the keffiyeh as a
base cultural element, replaced its color palette and original shape with color palette of Mandé
style textile and cowboy scarf shape, in this fusion process, keffiyeh element still retains parts
of its functions, but the cultural implications has been removed.
• The Necklace
I added a Tibetan dzi bead necklace element to present the fused character’s identity as a
tribal prince. I used the principles to analyze important factors of the necklace element.
The meaning of Tibetan dzi bead necklace:
The Tibetan dzi bead necklace consists of a one-eye dzi bead, several wolf fangs, turquoise
beads, red coral beads and few black coral circles, as shown in Fig. 5.19. These gemstones on
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the necklace are all auspicious symbols. In Tibetan culture, turquoise represents auspicious
and sacred talisman and high status [Beer 2003], which is fit for the prince; wolf fang is a
talisman avoids evil spirits, and a symbol of bravery and power [Beer 2003], it could show the
blessing and expectations from the prince’s tribal people and his families; red coral represents
luck [Beer 2003]; black coral represents longevity [Beer 2003]; a one-eye dzi bead represents
wisdom, a beacon of light and hope, the powerful eye is believed to enhance human wisdom, and
bring forth happiness for life [H. Yuan and Kunga 2014], which shows wishes and expectations
from the prince’s tribal people. I mainly used its meaning here, the precious and auspicious
gemstones are fit for presenting a image of prince and coincides with the overall primitive tribal
style.
Figure 5.19: The Necklace of the Tribal Prince
• The Sleeveless Shirt
I replaced the vest with the sleeveless shirt. By analyzing the meaning and color palette of
the vest and the sleeveless shirt, I think the sleeveless shirt is an effective element to present
the fused character’s identity as a tribal prince and a shaman and his living environment.
The meaning of the vest and the sleeveless shirt:
The base character wears a vest that is designed based on vintage Persian style vest, which
is inspired by Aladdin from Disney movie. I think the vest element is fit for hot living en-
vironment, and it is fit for presenting a vigorous youth image because it is convenient for
exercise. Initially I wanted keep the vest as the fused character’s upper garment to present his
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living environment, but finally I replaced the vest with the sleeveless shirt for several aesthetic
reasons: the pull-over style fits with the scarf better than a cardigan style; I wanted to add
patterns in the central of the sleeveless shirt, making the patterns more conspicuous, I think
the pull-over style works better; the princess is around 14 years old, he is very skinny, I do not
want to show his body by using the cardigan style, as shown in Fig. 5.20. So I replaced the
vest with the sleeveless shirt.
Figure 5.20: The Sleeveless Shirt of the Tribal Prince
The color palette of the vest and the sleeveless shirt:
The vest of the base character is made of white cotton, which is fit for a hot living environment
in real life. Initially I wanted to use white textile, but after I tested the rendered effect, as
shown in Fig. 5.21. I think the white color palette makes me feel that the character is living in
cold area. Finally I still used the color palette of the West African Mandé style gown, which
coincides with the scarf’s textile.
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Figure 5.21: The Original Color Palette of the Sleeveless Shirt of the Tribal Prince
The indigo-dyed cotton textile represents noble, loyalty, spirituality and prosperity [Gillow
2016], which is fot for presenting the image of a tribal prince and a shaman. Dark ocher and
light yellow ocher are natural earth pigments [Jennings 2003], which are consistent with sandy
living environment of the character. Few red textile added sense of vigor and energy to present
an image of a teenager [Jennings 2003], which does not hurt overall primitive style. I think
the overall color palette of the sleeveless shirt effectively indicates hot living environment and
sense of primitive tribal style.
• The Patterns on the Sleeveless Shirt
There is no pattern on the base vest because the base character is an ordinary teenager. I added
patterns on the sleeveless shirt to present the fused character’s identity as a tribal prince and
a shaman. Since the patterns are special, I considered the patterns as one separate cultural
element that included in the sleeveless vest, using the principles to analyze the important
factors of the patterns.
The meaning of the patterns:
I interpreted the patterns based on the meaning of West African Adinkra symbols. I took these
patterns apart, it could be seen as a combination of several Adinkrahene symbols, several circle
symbols, a round fence symbol which formed of diamond woven patterns, a hexagram pattern.
Firstly, we can see there are nine dark yellow ocher circle patterns, I think we can see these
circles formed three Adinkrahene symbols, as shown in Fig. 5.22.
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Figure 5.22: The Adinkrahene Symbols
Adinkrahene symbol means chief, greatness, charisma and leadership [Issitt and Main 2014].
“This symbol is said to have played an inspiring role in the designing of other symbols. It
signifies the importance of playing a leadership role.”[Issitt and Main 2014] I think the patterns
are fit for presenting character’s identity as prince, showing tribal people’s expectations for
him.
Secondly, there are 23 small circle patterns beside the most outside large circle pattern, as
shown in Fig. 5.23. A circle is one of the most simple and basic pattern, many circle patterns
can be arrayed to form new patterns [Barnes 2001]. For its symbolic meaning, not only
in African cultures, a circle symbol means an ancient and universal symbol of unity and
wholeness in a general sense [Barnes 2001]. Those circle patterns are arrayed to form a larger
circle pattern, which enhances its original meaning of unity and wholeness. For my character
design, I think this pattern could be seen as the character’s wishes for tribal unity, it also
shows the support of his tribal people.
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Figure 5.23: The Circle Patterns
Thirdly, there is a pattern that is similar with a round fence, I think it could be seen as an array
of Eban symbols, as shown in Fig. 5.24. Eban symbol means fence, it represents love, safety
and security, implies an ideal residence that has been protected [Issitt and Main 2014]. For
my character design, I think this round fence pattern could implies character’s responsibility
of protect his tribe as a prince and a Shaman, and implies his wishes of tribal safety.
Figure 5.24: The Eban Symbols
Fourthly, there’s a hexagram symbol in the center of the pattern, as shown in Fig. 5.25. A
hexagram is a six-pointed star composed of two overlapped regular triangles. It is a relatively
simple geometric design and common appearance in Indian religions and the West; it has
several meaning in different religious cultures [Issitt and Main 2014]. In my character design,
I only used its meaning in Ritual Magick.
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Figure 5.25: The Hexagram Symbol
In Ritual Magick, hexagram symbols are commonly used both as talismans and for conjuring
spirits in the practices of sorcery and witchcraft. They represent divine union of elemental
and are also prominent in divination and astrology [John and John 2014], which relates to the
character’s identity as a shaman.
I think its meaning in Ritual Magick is relevant to his identity as a shaman, Magick and
Shamanism both relates to practice divination and astrology during rituals [Penczak 2007].
There seem no big conflicts of combining these two types of magico-cultures; there are opinions
that it is beneficial of practicing shamanic healing and magick together [Penczak 2007].
As can be seen above, I used the meaning of this pattern in Ritual Magick to emphasize the
character’s identity as a Shaman, implying that he is learning how to use elemental to improve
his skills.
In the end, there are some space between the key patterns I talked above, as shown in Fig. 5.26,
they are all circle patterns, I think these patterns are only for covering the space and make
the key patterns more conspicuous.
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Figure 5.26: The Rest Patterns
The shape of the patterns:
The shape and the meaning of the patterns are overlapped, the shape of the patterns define
the patterns’ meaning, all the analysis of the meaning are based on the shape, so I do not
repeatedly analyze the shape.
The color palette of the patterns:
The Adinkrahene symbols and 23 circle patterns are dark ocher, the Eban symbols are light
yellow ocher, the hexagram symbol consists of a dark ocher triangle and a light yellow ocher
triangle, all colors are fit for presenting his primitive tribal living environment.
For the patterns section, I mainly have taken the symbolic meaning, shape, and color palette
into consideration. All factors are fit for presenting the fused character’s identity as a tribal
prince and a shaman, so I added the patterns on the sleeveless shirt.
Extra details added on the sleeveless shirt:
For the rest patterns on the sleeveless shirt, there is a pattern consists of two vertical rows of
circle patterns. This design is for decorative purpose, which is inspired by the double-breasted
design of cardigan vest. I think these circle patterns can draw audiences’ attention, making
the central pattern more conspicuous. The light earth color is consistent with overall sense of
primitive tribal style.
Inspired shoulder pad design, I added two pieces of cloth on the shoulder part of the sleeveless
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shirt to show the character is a little bit active, the two patches make the cloth more durable.
They are also used as decorations, the cotton textile is still from the West African Mandé style
gown image. I kept its original color, I think adding small parts of red will not hurt the overall
style and color palette, but making the shirt more vibrant.
I added stripe patterns on the edge of the sleeveless shirt only for decorative purpose, which
coincides with the patterns on the scarf and the cummerbund.
• The Bracelet
I added a Tibetan bracelet element to present the fused character’s identity as a tribal prince.
I used its meaning of auspicious decoration here. The bracelet serves as tribal style auspicious
decorations and presents the character’s noble identity [Beer 2003], which are the same func-
tions as the necklace. I use Tibetan style bracelet as reference, the bracelet consists of several
wolf fangs, turquoise beads, red coral beads and few black coral circles, as shown in Fig. 5.27,
which are all auspicious symbols.
Figure 5.27: The Bracelet of the Tribal Prince
• The Bracer
I added a bracer element to imply that the fused character is an active teenager. Since he wears
a sleeveless shirt, I wanted to add some designs on his bare arms, showing his an active teenager.
I used its functional meaning here. A bracer protects arms when the wearer takes exercise,
such as archery [C. E. Grayson and French 2007], which could imply the fused character’s
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daily activities. This bracer does not represent specific ethnic cultures here. Usually a bracer
is made of leather [C. E. Grayson and French 2007]. I replaced the leather texture with cotton
textile to coincide the overall primitive style. I used light yellow ocher dot patterns and the
red cotton textile for decorations, these patterns and the color palette are from the same West
African gown textile, which coincide with overall tribal style. This bracer also can be used to
wipe sweat.
• The Wrist-guard
I added two wrist-guard elements to the fused character. I used their functional meaning here.
The wrist-guard elements serve as same functions as the bracer, such as decorating bare arms,
protecting arms and wiping sweat [C. E. Grayson and French 2007], while they offered different
designs from the bracer. I used the stripe patterns from the same West African cotton textile
as texture, coinciding with the scarf, cummerbund and overall tribal style.
• The Cummerbund
The base character wears a cummerbund; I think it is fit for a relatively hot weather, while
serves as a primitive decoration. I retained this element after considering its functional mean-
ing.
The meaning of cummerbund element:
Cummerbund is a broad waist sash, usually pleated, originally worn by Indian men [Bhandari
2004], as shown in Fig. 5.28. It has the same usage of a wider belt, which can cover waist and
protect waist [Bhandari 2004]. It is a decorative accessory with ethnic style.
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Figure 5.28: The Cummerbund
I retained this element, using it as a wide belt and to cover the space between his shirt and
the pants for decorative purpose.
The color palette of cummerbund element:
The base character’s cummerbund is made of ordinary white cotton, it is fit for hot climate, but
it does not coincide the overall color palette of the fused character. The patterns and texture
of Indian cummerbund are usually well-crafted silk embroideries [Bhandari 2004], which are
irrelevant with the primitivism. So I replaced the original color palette with the same patterns
applied on the scarf part, coinciding the overall primitive tribal style.
• The Pants
The base character wears harem pants; I think it is fit for presenting the fused character’s
living environment. After considering the four factors of harem pants element, I made several
changes of this element, and then applied it in the fused character.
The meaning, shape and influence of the harem pants element:
Harem pants are originated in Arabian Peninsula, they features baggy trouser legs and loose
crotch area [Lynch and Strauss 2014]. Traditional harem pants can have extremely loose and
baggy trouser legs and hems, with elastic in waist and at ankles, and with the crotch below
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the knee almost to the ground [Lynch and Strauss 2014]. The pants are comfortable to wear in
extreme hot and dry area, because the loose pants keep the ventilation and are benefits keeping
body water, making body stay hydrated [Lynch and Strauss 2014]. They are also convenient
for people who have a large amount of exercise, because it can avoid friction in crotch [Lynch
and Strauss 2014].
I think the harem pants is relevant to the fused charter’s living environment, but they are
strong implications and easily identifiable symbols of Middle East cultures. For my fused
character, I want to blur out where he comes from since he lives in a fictional place. Besides,
the fused character’s living environment is not as extreme as Arabian regions, so I made some
revisions based on the original harem pants. I kept the baggy shape of the trouser legs of
harem pants, modified the pants into a short version. I modified the pants crotch to be a
normal version. In this way, the pants still look stylish and fit for relative hot weather.
The color palette of the harem pants element:
The base character’s harem pants are made of white cotton, which is suitable for a hot arid
place. Initially I wanted to use white textile, but after I tested the rendered effect, I think the
white color palette makes me feel that the character is living in cold area. Finally I still used
the color palette of the West African Mandé style gown, which can show a relevant hot climate
and coincides with overall color palette.
The indigo-dyed cotton textile represents loyalty, spirituality, prosperity and noble identity
[Gillow 2016], which are fit for presenting the image of a tribal prince. The light yellow ocher
circle patterns are made of natural earth pigments, which are consistent with sandy living
environment of the character.
Extra details added on the pants:
I added two lines of circle patterns for decorative purpose, they are the most simple and
primitive West African patterns with auspicious meaning [Barnes 2001], I also added some
cross stitch patterns, they are made of coarse cotton stripes, showing primitive style, as shown
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in Fig. 5.29.
Figure 5.29: The Patterns on the Pants of the Tribal Prince
• The Shoes
I replaced the Juttis with Moccasins. By analyzing the four factors of Juttis and Moccasins, I
think Moccasins are more fit for the fused character’s background. I also revised the moccasins
to better present the fused character’s fictional living environment.
The meaning and influence of the Juttis and Moccasins:
The base character wears Jutti, which is a type of footwear common in North India and
neighboring regions, such as Middle East and Arabian regions [Chisholm 2015]. Juttis have
pointy toes that curl up, the flat sole and well fitting cut ensures that they leave no blisters and
shoe bites in the hot weather, they are made of leather and could be delicately embroidered
with threads or beads [Chisholm 2015]. Juttis are popular cultural symbols to show sense
of mysterious exotic cultures, which is an easily identifiable symbol of Indian and Arabian
cultures.
This element is suitable for presenting the fused character’s living environment, but according
to he is living in an fictional area, I do not want to directly use the Jutti symbol here to
obviously imply that he is living in Arabian area. Since I already used harem pants element,
the combination of harem pants and Juttis could be strong implication of Arabian culture.
So I look into other relevant primitive ethnic shoes as reference. Finally, I replaced the Juttis
with moccasins. I mainly used the functional meaning of moccasins here.
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Moccasins are the footwear of many indigenous peoples of North America, they are convenient
for outdoor use, as in exploring wildernesses and running [DeMello 2009]. They feature com-
fortable soft sole, which protect the foot while allowing the wearer to feel the ground [DeMello
2009]. Another feature is they are adorned with fringe. The fringe serves as a type of gutter
that repelled water and sand from the wearer, now it has become a typical fashion decoration
and cultural symbol of Native American costume [DeMello 2009]. Moccasins are basically
suitable, but their thick deer leather textures may be not fit for a hot environment. Also, moc-
casins are strong symbols of Native American cultures [DeMello 2009], which conflicts with the
character’s setting, so I revised the inappropriate part by changing the original color palette
of moccasins.
The color palette of the moccasins:
Moccasins are usually all brown, which is the color of deer leather [DeMello 2009]. I think it
doesn’t fit for a relatively hot and dry climate, so I replaced the original color of the moccasins
with light earthy yellow, which is the color dirty coarse cotton texture. In this way, the shoes
could fit hot climate better and reduces its relation with implications of Native American
cultures.
The shoes design process actually includes twice fusion. I firstly replaced the Juttis element
with moccasins element, I found it is not fit for the character’s setting, then I used the moc-
casins as a base cultural element, replaced its color palette of deer leather with color palette
of cotton textile. While the cotton textile here does not relate to certain cultures, it is more
fit for character’s living environment.
 Evaluation of the prince section
I made a short animation to show how the character’s costume be presented when the character
is in motion and how his costume affect his movement.
I designed a short animation in which the prince is standing in front of a tipi waiting for his
shaman teacher. He is very impatient and tapping on his foot, while the antler is a little bit
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heavy and not stable, it falls down and the prince awkwardly catches the antler.
This animation implies that the prince is a rebellious and active teenager, but he is required
to act gracefully as a prince. He has to learn shaman rituals and activities but he does not
interested in them. Most importantly, this animation is to show the special affect of the antler.
Because when it in a still image, audiences may not understand how the antler will affect in
the prince’s daily life. Beside of the antler, other costumes do not have special differences
when the prince is in motion.
Generally, I think the prince look suitable and reasonable when he is in a relevant environment.
 Summary of the prince section
This process is using visual cultural fusion to design a character who lives in a fictional place.
I think it is helpful to start with a similar real living environment, using relevant costumes as
reference, which could make the design more reasonable.
In this process, some costume elements include twice fusion process, such as the lotus-shaped
design, the final fused new visual element include multiple cultural meanings and be more fit
for presenting character’s characteristics.
5.3 The Forest Gnome
 Initial Designs of the Third Character
The design process of the third character also benefits from juxtaposition of elements. The
juxtaposed version of the third character is a combination of young dwarf image, Chinese
herbalist hat, African mask, native American style feather scarf, Steam-punk style vest, ethnic
basket, primitive style armlets and bracelets, Chinese general belt, Chinese ethnic style pants
and anklets, as shown in Fig. 5.30.
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Figure 5.30: Initial Designs of the Gnome
The juxtaposed version reminds me he could be a forest gnome who lives in hot and humid
environments. He might be in charge of protecting environments, etc. Inspired by the juxta-
posed effect, I decided to design new version of gnome based on the stereotype of a garden
gnome, giving the gnome new traits by applying visual cultural fusion.
 Further Development of the Gnome
• The Base Character
The Base character is a garden gnome, he looks around 70 years old, he is about 80 centimeters,
he wears a red pointed hat, blue long sleeved loose over-shirt, dark leather belt, dark blue pants,
dark leather boots. He lives underground of the garden and take care of the plants for his
house owner.
• The Fused Character
He is a gnome; he looks around 6-7 years old. He lives in a primitive forest in a remote East
Asian fictional place with hot and humid climate. Recently the forest has been developed into
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a scenic spot, while the environment get worse because increasingly tourists came here and
dropped litter carelessly. He is a tutelary spirit of natural locality and often help human to
protect the environment; he always picks up trash in the forest. He is very shy and does not
want to be seen by people; if he finds tourists are coming when he is picking up trash; he will
put on a mask and hide behind bushes. He lives frugally. The following form shows how each
characteristic is presented by visual cultural elements, as shown in Fig. 5.31.
Figure 5.31: Each Characteristic Presented by Corresponding Visual Cultural Elements
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The differences between the base character and the fused character are all focusing on costume
designs and props designs.
The following picture shows the final visual effect of the fused character, as shown in Fig. 5.32.
Figure 5.32: Final Visual Effect of the Gnome
 Fusion Process
I respectively analyzed the visual cultural fusion design process of each costume element of the
fused pirate, using the visual cultural fusion principles to explain the reasons and methods of
the fusion.
• The Eyebrows
The original character is an old gnome who has normal appearance; I replaced the normal
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eyebrows with hikimayu to the fused character. I mainly have taken the symbolic meaning of
hikimayu into consideration.
The meaning of hikimayu:
Hikimayu, also called dot eyebrows, is a eyebrow makeup style among aristocratic women in
Japan, it has been a popular fashion style to show high status in Japan during Heian Period,
in its later years, even men did hikimayu [Kyo and Selden 2012]. Nowadays it has become
a special makeup style in Japanese dramas, movies and anime, as shown in Fig. 5.33. This
eyebrow makeup style is to show the character’s high status, such as deity, prince, aristocracy,
general, etc., which are highly respected by people [Kyo and Selden 2012].
Figure 5.33: Hikimayu Applied in Japanese Drama and Anime
In European literature culture, a gnome cannot be seen as a deity. Some gnomes are good
spirits and help human to protect their land, they can be seen as the tutelary spirit of land
[Huygen and Poortvliet 1977]. In Chinese culture, there’s a similar image called Tudigong. It
is a Chinese tutelary deity of a natural locality in Chinese folk religion and Taoism, which is
highly respected by people [Dell’Orto 2013]. For my character, since he lives in an East Asian
place, I want make him to be a spirit between a gnome and a tutelary deity of natural locality.
So I used hikimayu to show he is a good spirit that is respected by people, also I think this
eyebrow style makes him look cute and innocent.
• The Hat
I replaced the red pointy hat with a tate eboshi hat element to the fused character. I have
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mainly taken the symbolic meaning, shape and color into consideration.
The meaning of pointy hat and tate eboshi hat:
In folklore and fictions, “Gnomes were said to wear conical hats and to be able to move through
the earth itself as easily as we humans walk upon it [Huygen and Poortvliet 1977].” I think a
pointy hat is a key element to identify a gnome. If a gnome does not wear a pointy hat, he
might look like a short gardener or just a short man. Initially I want to retain the pointy hat
element and add some Asian elements to show his new living environment. Finally I replaced
the pointy hat with a tate eboshi hat.
Eboshi hat originated from the Japanese Heian period. There are several types for different
people, such as samurai, Shinto priests, aristocrats and the common people [Chico 2013]. I
designed the hat based on a tate eboshi hat, it is usually worn by Shinto priests. A tate
eboshi is a tall and straight eboshi, it represents the most high status and the wearer is highly
respected by people [Chico 2013]. I think the tate eboshi hat can present that the fused gnome
is respected in Asian cultural context.
The shape of pointy hat and tate eboshi hat:
A tate eboshi hat has similar shape of a pointy hat in the front view, while its side view has
more-rounded shape than a pointy hat, as shown in Fig. 5.34. I think it is somewhat confusing
to show a gnome image by directly using the tate eboshi hat. Also, I think the shape of the
pointy hat is the key factor defines a gnome image, so I basically kept shape of a pointy hat,
but made it shorter since the character does not want to be noticeable.
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Figure 5.34: Comparison of the Tate Eboshi Hat and Gnome Pointy Hat
The color palette of pointy hat and tate eboshi hat:
Gnome hats are usually red, because red hats make them will not be seen by people at night
[Huygen and Poortvliet 1977]. The texture of eboshi hats are made of black lacquered paper
or painted chiffon [Chico 2013]. My character often works at daytime; I think red hat is too
conspicuous. The black hat is fit but I think the chiffon textile looks too luxurious. So I used
texture with black coarse cloth texture and only used small area of leather texture in the edge.
Summary of the hat section:
I replaced the pointy hat with tate eboshi hat, but I still kept the shape factor of the pointy
hat. So the eboshi hat of the fused character is a revised version. It is identifiable as eboshi hat
with black textile while it is identifiable as pointy hat with the shape. In this way, I achieved
my idea to present a gnome who is from Asian regions and is respected by people.
• The Mask
I added an African mask element to the fused character, I mainly have taken its functional
meaning and color palette into consideration.
The meaning of the mask:
Masks are an essential feature of African traditional culture; masked dances are a part of most
traditional African ceremonies related to weddings, funerals, rituals and initiation rites [Schulz
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2012]. I did not use these functions of the African masks. I used its function of covering face to
show the character’s shyness and to show a primitive and frugal style design. The character’s
mask is designed based on a Bamana Ntomo mask, as shown in Fig. 5.35. It has four horns
(sticks), which present a woman’s image [Schulz 2012]. The original function of the mask is
to protect young boys during their first initiation cycle before circumcision [Schulz 2012], this
does not relate to my character setting.
Figure 5.35: The Bamana Ntomo Mask
The color palette of the mask:
The colorful painted circle and stripe patterns on the mask are primitive style patterns. The
white shell makes the mask looks conspicuous in front of a black hat. I directly used the
patterns and made the mask a looks like painted wood, showing primitivism of the character.
Extra revisions of the mask:
I only changed few parts of its original shape of the shell, making it fits the hat. I removed
one vertical stick because three sticks represent male [Schulz 2012]. I also made the shape of
the sticks more irregular to show a primitive artistic style.
Summary of the mask section:
Even though I want to add more Asian cultural elements to this character, I did not use Asian
style masks. Some Chinese, Japanese and Korean masks, are designed to perform in drama or
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dance [Stunkel 2011], the mask-making techniques are elaborate, but lack of sense of primitive
arts. While some India and Thailand masks, are designed based on Buddhism art, showing
majesty of deities [Stunkel 2011], which is not fit for my character either. That is why I chosen
African masks as my reference. I think the rooted sense of mysterious of African mask makes
the character looks special and shows primitivism.
• The Scarf
I added a leaf scarf element to the fused character, I mainly have taken the functional meaning
and some aesthetic reasons into consideration.
Usually a gnome has heavy grey beard which covers his neck and shoulder. I think the beard
design is stylish, because a gnome looks shorter without showing neck. My character does
not have beard since he is a child version of gnome, so I wanted to add some designs to cover
his neck. Inspired by feather boas, I added a scarf element around his neck. This scarf was
designed based on a feather boa, “which is a fashion accessory that is usually worn wrapped
around the neck like a scarf [Yarwood 2011].” Feather boas have had the reputation of being
elegant as well as being considered campy or vulgar apparel [Yarwood 2011]. I think the feather
boa style is very showy and luxurious, which is not fit for my character. So I replaced the
feathers with leaves to show his primitive and frugal life style. Also, since he’s shy and does
not want to be seen by people, the leaf scarf make him easily hide among bushes.
Summary of the scarf section:
This fusion process includes twice fusion. The first step is I added the feather boa element on
his neck. The second step is that I used the feathers of the feather boa as base element, and
replaced the feathers with leaves. In this way, the leaf scarf effectively shows primitivism and
implies the character’s shy personality.
• The Vest and the Patchworks
I replaced the original shirt with a Wa ethnic style vest. Then I added boro style patchworks
on the vest. I mainly have taken the functional and symbolic meaning and color palette of Wa
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ethnic vest and boro patchworks into consideration.
The meaning of gnome short and Wa ethnic vest:
A gnome usually wears long-sleeve shirt that is fit for working in the garden [Chen and Wang
1999]. For my character, I want to present his new living environment, a humid hot Asian
fictional place. So I used Wa ethnic style costume as reference, as shown in Fig. 5.36.
Figure 5.36: Wa Ethnic Style Costumes
The Wa people live mainly in Yunnan Province China, which has the similar climate as my
character’s living environment. The Wa ethnic vest is a kind of Chinese-style vest with buttons
symmetrically down the front [Chen and Wang 1999]. The patterns on the vest are called
squirrel teeth patterns and are abstracted from the image of squirrel teeth [Chen and Wang
1999]. Squirrels are seen as symbols of smart and hard working, their teeth represent little but
indomitable power that fights against difficulties in Wa ethnic cultures [Chen and Wang 1999].
I think the Wa ethnic vest is fit for presenting the gnome’s living environment, the patterns
on it can to present the gnome is clever and hard-working. So I replaced the base gnome shirt
with a Wa ethnic style vest.
The color palette of the vest:
Wa ethnic costume features black clothes with red decoration [Chen and Wang 1999], showing
the worship of fire and mountain. This color palette is fit for the gnome since he does not
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want to be seen by people in the daytime. I basically followed this color palette, but I think
black textile is too humdrum. So I only used black textile around the button area and hem of
the vest, and used dark indigo textile for the rest part of the vest.
Futher fusion:
Then I think it is not enough to show the character’s frugal life style. Inspired by Japanese
Boro style, I added several pieces of Boro style indigo patchworks to present the character’s
frugal living style, some of the patchwork textiles have Sashiko stitching on them. Here I count
the Boro patchworks as a separate element on the vest.
The meaning of Boro style patchwork and Sashiko stitching:
Originally, Boro style grew out of necessity as opposed to aesthetics. Boro style patchwork
and Sashiko stitching are used for repairs and reinforcements of worn clothes, or thickening
worn clothes to keep warm [Snodgrass 2013]. With the Sashiko stitching, the patchworks are
more strong and durable [Snodgrass 2013]. Nowadays, This patchwork style then becomes
a fashion style, which still reminds the Japanese of their impoverished rural past [Snodgrass
2013]. I think this stylish patchwork design is fit for the gnome, so I used several pieces of
Boro patchworks to show his frugal life style.
The color palette of Boro style patchwork:
Boro patchworks are usually mode of indigo textile [Snodgrass 2013], which is fit for present-
ing primitivism. So I kept the indigo color palette, using color correction of each piece of
patchworks show different indigo, as shown in Fig. 5.37.
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Figure 5.37: The Vest of the Gnome
Summary of the vest section:
This fusion process includes twice fusion. Firstly I replaced the gnome shirt with Wa ethnic vest
to present corresponding living environment, then I added Boro style patchworks on the vest
to present frugal life style. In this way, the fused vest effect effectively show the characteristics
of the gnome and show novel vest style.
• The Packbasket
I added a bamboo packbasket element to the fused character, I mainly have taken its functional
meaning into consideration.
The meaning of packbasket:
Bamboo baskets are convenient tools for ancient people to carry firewood, vegetables and
fruits. Basket weaving is one of the widest spread crafts in the history of any human civilization,
bamboo baskets are common around the world, such as Asian countries, Middle East countries,
West Africa and America, etc [M. Moroyama and Suzuki 2007]. I designed this basket based
on Yunnan ethnic bamboo packbaskets, as shown in Fig. 5.38. Nowadays, the packbaskets still
serve as continent carrying tools in Yunnan people’s life, compared with cloth bags, they are
more portable and more fit for the humid weather in Yunnan, which is fit for presenting my
character’s living environment and showing his daily activities [He and Liao 2007]. Yunnan
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style packbaskets rarely have special patterns [He and Liao 2007], which are fit for showing
the character’s frugal life style.
Figure 5.38: Yunnan Ethnic Bamboo Packbaskets
The color palette of the packbasket:
I used a bamboo-woven image as the texture. I made the texture dark and added some stains,
showing the character often use the basket to contain trash.
• The Armlet
I added a leaf scarf elements to the fused character, I mainly have taken the symbolic and
functional meaning into consideration.
Since I replaced the shirt with a vest, the fused character’s bare arms look humdrum, I wanted
to add ornaments that won’t be distractive and will not hurt the overall primitive style. I was
inspired by Chinese Wa ethnic armlets, as shown in Fig. 5.39.
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Figure 5.39: Wa Ethnic Armlets
The meaning of the armlet:
The armlets are daily accessories worn by Wa ethnic women, they are usually made of silver,
there are auspicious patterns sculpted on the armlets [Chen and Wang 1999]. I wanted to
use their auspicious meaning and decorative purpose in my character design. I designed the
armlets based on Wa ethnic armlets, which have simple shapes and sense of primitive.
The color palette of the armlet:
The traditional silver texture is full of sense of luxury, so I changed the texture with ordinary
wood texture, which is more fit for the character’s setting.
• The Bracelet
I added two bracelet elements to the fused character, I mainly have taken their symbolic and
functional meaning into consideration here.
The meaning of bracelet:
There’s a tradition that Chinese children wear silver bracelets and anklets [E. Wong and Chong
2012]. Since children are more vulnerable to disease and accidents, it is believed that wearing
silver accessories can be blessed with well-being and healthy growth [E. Wong and Chong 2012].
So I used the bracelet element as auspicious symbol here. The two bracelets are designed based
on Yunnan ethnic silver bracelet, as shown in Fig. 5.40. Usually the bracelets have silver bells
for children [E. Wong and Chong 2012], since the character does not want to be noticeable,
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I used silver beads instead of bells. I replaced one silver circle with wood, making the silver
beads embedded on the bracelet to make some variations, as shown in Fig. 5.41.
Figure 5.40: The Right Bracelet of the Gnome
Figure 5.41: The Left Bracelet of the Gnome
Even though silver accessories might conflict with his frugal living style, the silver bracelets
can be seen as handed down from his families, which is also a tradition of Chinese cultures
[E. Wong and Chong 2012].
• The Waist Sash
I replaced the gnome belt with a waist sash. I mainly have taken its functional meaning into
consideration.
The meaning of the gnome belt and the waist sash:
A gnome uses a belt to tighten his loose shirt. I want to retain this element while making the
belt coincide with overall Asian style. So I designed a waist sash based on Wa ethnic waist
sash, which coincide the Asian style and the living environment.
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The color palette of the waist sash:
Wa ethnic waist sash usually made of red cotton, which represent worship of fire [Chen and
Wang 1999], as shown in Fig. 5.42. I think the color does not relate to my character and made
the gnome conspicuous among bushes, so I used a coarse cloth textile as the texture. I added
stains and a small patch on the cloth, showing his frugal life style. Also, the waist sash could
be use as towel to wipe sweat.
Figure 5.42: Wa Ethnic Waist Sash
• The Pants
I replaced the gnome pants with Wa ethnic style pants, and then I added Boro style patchworks
on the pants. I mainly have taken the symbolic and functional meaning and color palette of
Wa ethnic pants and Boro patchworks into consideration.
The meaning of gnome pants and Wa ethnic pants:
The original pant element is not special cultural element; it is just convenient for working in
gardens. I want to better present the new gnome’s Asian humid living environment, so I still
used the Wa ethnic style pants as reference. Wa ethnic men usually wear homespun loose
short pants; there are rarely patterns on pants [Chen and Wang 1999]. I think it is fit for the
gnome’s living environment and frugal style, so I replaced the base pants with Wa ethnic short
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pants.
The color palette of the pants:
Usually Wa ethnic short pants are black or red [Chen and Wang 1999]. I think red pants look
conspicuous among bushes, while black pants looks flat and humdrum. So I used indigo textile
as texture of the pants, which coincides with the overall primitive and his shy personality.
Futher fusion:
Just as the design process of the vest, I want to better the character’s frugal life style. so I
still added several pieces of Boro style indigo patchworks to present the character’s frugal life.
I mainly have taken the symbolic and functional meaning and color palette of the Boro style
patchworks into consideration, which has already been discussed in the vest section.
Summary of the vest section:
This fusion process includes twice fusion, which is the same fusion process as the vest section.
Extra details added on the pants: I put some Wa style auspicious patterns on hems of the
pants, serving as decorations and coinciding overall style.
• The Anklet
I added several anklet elements to the fused character. I mainly have taken the symbolic and
functional meaning into consideration.
The meaning of the anklets:
Since me character wears short pants, I wanted to add anklet elements to decorate his bare
legs. I added several silver beads anklets and jade anklets. This design follows the Chinese
tradition that Chinese children wear silver and jade accessories for well-being and healthy
growth [E. Wong and Chong 2012], which serves the same function of his bracelets. I made
variations of the anklets’ arrangement and numbers between two legs.
The color palette of the anklets:
The texture of the anklets is silver and brown jade. For the jade texture, in the beginning
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I used green jade, which is more fit for his age, but it looks similar with the silver texture,
so I used brown jade finally. Even though silver and jade accessories might conflict with his
frugal living style, but the anklets can be seen as handed down from his families, which is also
a tradition of Chinese cultures [E. Wong and Chong 2012].
• The Shoes
I replaced the boots with Chinese cloth shoes to the fused character. I mainly have taken the
functional meaning into consideration.
The meaning of the gnome boots Chinese cloth shoes:
A gnome usually wears leather boots, which fit for working on the muddy ground in a garden.
For my character, I want to better present a humid and hot living environment and Asian
costume style. So I firstly used Wa ethnic costume as reference, but Wa people do not wear
shoes. While I still wanted to add shoes element since the environment gradually get worse,
trashes might hurt feet and children are vulnerable. So I replaced the leather boots with
Chinese cloth shoes. They are daily outfits for ordinary people throughout Chinese history
[Yang 2004b]. They are convenient, light and breathable, which is fit for presenting the living
environment and Asian costume style.
The color palette of Chinese cloth shoes:
Chinese cloth shoes are made of cotton fabrics. The shoe uppers are made of black cotton and
the soles are made of white thick sewed cotton. I followed the color palette of Chinese cloth
shoes since it coincide the overall style. I added ashy and muddy stains to make the shoes look
worn-out to show frugal style.
 Evaluation of the Gnome Section
I made a short animation to show the gnome’s daily life, which is protecting mountain envi-
ronment. In the animation, the gnome walks through a pathway in the woods; he looks around
to look for trashes. Suddenly he steps on a drink box, he picks it up and shakes it to make
sure it is empty. Then he throws the box into his packbasket and walks on.
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Compared with the still image of the gnome, the animation shows how his packbasket works and
how he works in his daily life. His overall costumes looks fit for a humid and hot environment,
the color palette made him not conspicuous in the scene.
For the future works, I think I can make extra animation to show how his mask works and how
his leaf scarf works. For example, he is walking though a pathway; suddenly he hears people
are walking close, he runs to hide behind bushes. His leaf scarf helps him hide among bushes;
he puts on the mask to avoid being seen by people.
Extra details: All tree models in the scene design of gnome animation are from free model
websites; I made the models of the ground, some grasses and stones for scene design; the
background of the grasses, the cave and some trees are rendered based on images.
 Summary of the Gnome Section
The visual cultural fusion process of the gnome is to show how to design a new character based
on an archetype or a stereotypical image. By using visual cultural fusion method, my gnome
has some new characteristics compared to a garden gnome stereotype.
During design process, some costume parts are applied twice fusion based on the visual cultural
fusion principle, the final fused new visual element could include multiple cultural meanings
and be more fit for presenting character’s characteristics.
The part that differs from the other two characters is, the fusion part is not only for costume
or props, also includes facial traits such as hikimayu. For future study, I think I can study
deeper in the visual fusion of hairstyle and facial make-up style.
Chapter 5: PERSONAL DESIGN EXPLORATION 5.3 The Forest Gnome
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Chapter 6: SUMMARY
In this project, I researched on how to apply visual cultural fusion to present characteristics of
a character, the visual cultural fusion focused on character costume design. By analyzing visual
cultural fusion applied in existing characters, I summarized a set of principles of visual cultural
fusion applied in character visual design. By using these principles, I applied visual cultural fusion
in the visual design of three of my animated characters.
During the design process, I basically achieved the initial goals of research:
(1) Exploring how to use visual cultural fusion to present a character’s characteristics.
Through applying visual cultural fusion, the visual design of these characters effectively present
corresponding characteristics. By using the principles to analyze the fusion design process and the
related visual cultural elements of each character, showing the reasons and methods of the fusion.
(2) Besides of properly presenting characters’ characteristic, designing novel characters by ap-
plying visual cultural fusion focusing on character costume and props design.
For example, the visual cultural fusion applied in the visual design of the pirate mainly presenting
his cultural-fused life background, which offers relatively novel and reasonable image of pirate that
differs from existing stereotypical pirates; the visual cultural fusion applied in the prince mainly
present the fictional image of shaman prince identity in a fictional living environment similar to
Arabian regions. The visual fusion of the prince offers innovative image of an nontraditional shaman
prince; The visual fusion of the gnome mainly present the new living environment of a gnome,
offering relatively new image of gnome that differs from the stereotypical gnomes.
(3) Exploring the possibilities of visual cultural fusion concept.
The design process explored three basic reasons of applying visual cultural fusion in character
visual design: to design a character with cultural-fused life experience; to design a character who
lives in fictional places; to design a character based on stereotypical characters.
By analyzing the differences of juxtaposition and visual cultural fusion, showing the rationalities
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of innovative design process of visual cultural fusion.
The visual cultural fusion design process could include twice fusion, which creates new visual
elements more effectively presenting the characters’ traits and containing multicultural meanings.
It is equally important to analyze the base visual cultural element and the new visual cultural
element, this makes the designer truly understand the reason of visual cultural fusion and character
visual design.
When applying visual cultural fusion in character visual design, these principles are not for fusion
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